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ABSTRACT

KOHLBERG AND MORAL EDUCATION:
A MORE COMPREHENSIVE OUTLOOK

Luahne Rowland Gerols

This study contains an exegesis of a theory of moral development the author believes to be biased against the non-cognitive features of moral behavior. The main proponent of this "biased" cognitive developmental theory is Lawrence Kohlberg who continued and expanded the work of Jean Piaget in this field. The study explores the theory of Köhler with the intention of redressing the balance between the emphasis on the cognitive components and the non-cognitive components of moral education.

As shown in the works of such men as Richard Peters, William Frankena, John Wilson, and Martin Hoffman, such non-cognitive features as content, habit, emotion and feeling also play an important role in moral functioning.

The different components were found to be supportive, not detrimental to each other. They involve more than just parallel processes. They involve processes so interlocking and permeating, that success with one component was dependent upon success with another.
The study recommends that schools adopt a curriculum not based solely on one theory, one in which a student's emotional well-being is considered as important a goal as his intellectual advancement. In an atmosphere where the development of the whole organism is considered, cognitive growth and non-cognitive growth can foster and promote each other simultaneously, the end product being a more well-balanced moral individual.
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Introduction

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this paper is to critically examine the cognitive approach to moral and ethical development as exemplified primarily by Lawrence Kohlberg. After an exegesis of his cognitive theory and its implications for moral education, this study will emphasize the shortcomings that flow from a theory whose conception is singularly cognitive, by taking up the works of such people as William Frankena, John Wilson and Richard Peters. The paper will question the adequacy of any theory which views morals as solely cognitive in nature and will argue for the redressing of the balance between cognitive and non-cognitive components in moral education.

Education needs guidance in the sphere of moral education and it naturally will look to moral theory. Moral theory, therefore, and the applications to education which stem from it, must be examined quite closely.

Traditional Institutions

Traditional institutions supporting the moral code are in a weakened position. The modern North American family is smaller, more fragmented and often has both parents away from home for the major part of the day to work. A second traditional institution that has lost impact on moral development is the church. Church attendance has dropped markedly,
resulting in the church's loss of influence and teaching authority.¹ There is a general concern about the deterioration of personal relationships and the incidence of violence and aggression in our society. The violent, anti-social behavior of the streets is reflected in the violent material shown on movie and television screens. The public has finally begun to express its impatience with the failure of educators to provide any remedy, and is asking for solutions.

An active, successful program of moral education in school is needed in addition to the efforts of family and church. One way or another moral education does and will go on continually in our schools. It is an inescapable fact that we as educators are moral educators. It is an unavoidable responsibility. For the teacher is in quite a powerful position, and, unknowingly or not, will have an immense impact upon the moral lives of his students.

Morality is embedded in all formal education. The experience of schooling changes all children, some for the better, some unhappily. Often the changes are hardly the ones planned by the teacher or even apparent to him. Nonetheless, teachers must carry a major burden along with the family in helping children to meet and deal justly with moral problems.²

¹ "Religion in America", *Gallop Poll Index* 1975.

The five authors of the essays given as a lecture series at the Harvard Graduate School of Education in the spring of 1968 left us with the prevailing impression that for any schoolteacher who reads the essays the attempt to teach morality must be made by teachers and soon. The essays gave many reasons pointing to the complexity and difficulty of "teaching" morality but one point the authors all agreed upon was that it must be taught none the less.

There is no such thing as a "morality free" school or "valueless" teaching. Any interpersonal experience contains a moral element and the classroom is no exception.

Every society wants to initiate its young into its own cultural conventions, on the tacit assumption that it is not only necessary for the continuance of society, but for the well being of the newcomer as well. This job of socialization is given, in a large part, to the school; where they attempt, directly or indirectly, to supply their students with an adequate apprenticeship to adult life. The school is an institution with a basic function of maintaining and transmitting some, but not all of the consensual values of society. Public education is committed to the transmission of the most fundamental values of our society. Special insights into, and understandings of, the complex dimensions of moral education and theory are needed to help us see the direction we want the development of ethics and morals to take in our schools.
Cognitivists' Position

One major response to the need for guidance in moral theory stems from the work in cognitive development first of Jean Piaget, and later of Lawrence Kohlberg. Piaget and Kohlberg based their cognitive developmental approach on John Dewey's distinction of customary and reflective morals. The approach is called cognitive because it has its basis in stimulating the active thinking of the child about moral issues and decisions. It is called developmental because it views the aims of education as movement through moral stages. Dewey theoretically postulated three levels of moral development which were later built upon by Piaget and later still by Kohlberg.

The exploratory work was done by Jean Piaget, first on general conceptual development and later on moral judgement. It was Piaget who made the first effort to define stages of moral reasoning in children on the basis of data gathered from a small number of children on their understanding of rules. Piaget defined three stages of moral reasoning. The first is actually a premoral stage where there is no sense of obligation to rules at all. Next comes the heteronomous stage alternatively called moral realism or a morality of constraint. Piaget views this stage as the product of two interacting factors: cognitive immaturity and unilateral

---

emotional respect for adults. At this stage, the child accepts with little critical reflection, the standards of his social group. He externalizes moral rules to the extent of making them unchangeable absolutes rather than as flexible instruments of human values and purposes. The third level is the autonomous level or a morality of co-operation where individual thinking allows one to judge for himself whether a purpose is good or not, regardless of what the group standards are. At this level there is a system of modifiable rules expressing common rights and obligations among equals.

To exemplify these stages we will look at one of Piaget's stories.

Once there was a camp for Boy Scouts (Girl Scouts). Each one had to do his bit to help with the work and leave things tidy. One had to do the shopping, another brought in wood or swept the floor. One day there was no bread and the one who did the shopping had already gone. So the scout master asked one of the Scouts who had already done his job to go and fetch the bread. What did he do?4

The child in the stage of the morality of constraint would be likely to say that the boy should obey the command. Because of his unilateral respect for adult authority he believes one should obey someone in a superior position. A child at this stage would also believe that the unfortuant child who accidentally cuts a large hole in her dress deserves a far harsher punishment than the one who cut a small hole in

her dress.

A child in a later stage would react differently to the scoutmaster. He would resent being asked to do that which someone else was to have done. He has started to understand one's role in a social network and believes in a morality of equality. If he does to choose to obey, it will be a choice freely made. He may see the command as unfair but choose to obey for other reasons. The child at this later developmental stage can consider numerous factors simultaneously (i.e. intentions of the wrong doer). The child may obey the scoutmaster out of concern for doing something nice, but not out of unquestioning obedience to an authority. At the autonomous level rules are viewed as changeable depending upon reciprocal respect and co-operation.

In 1955 Kohlberg started to redefine and validate the Dewey-Piaget levels. For twelve years Kohlberg and his colleagues studied the same group of 75 boys, following their development at three-year intervals from early adolescence through young manhood. In addition Kohlberg explored moral development in other cultures—Great Britain, Canada, Taiwan, Mexico and Turkey.

Kohlberg was inspired by Piaget's pioneering effort to supply a structural approach to moral development. He elaborated, over the years of his study, a typological scheme describing general structures and forms of moral thought which can be defined, Kohlberg believes, independently of the specific content of particular moral decisions or actions.
The typology contains Piaget's three distinct levels of moral thinking confirmed by his cross-cultural investigations, and within each of these levels Kohlberg distinguishes two related stages. Kohlberg suggests that these levels and stages be considered separate moral philosophies, distinct views of the socio-moral world, all based on the one universal virtue—justice.

Kohlberg has suggested a new approach to the study of morality which he feels avoids the morass of semantical confusions, value-bias and cultural relativity in which the psychoanalytic and semantic approaches to morality have floundered. He focuses upon structures, forms and relationships that he feels are common to all societies and all languages rather than upon the features that make particular languages or cultures different.

Criticism of Kohlberg's Approach

Kohlberg's key argument is that the child's level of moral development is anchored to his level of cognitive functioning, and thus, development of the cognitive is focused upon and emphasized. Some critics, who have been expressing dissatisfaction with our present traditional system, complain that it emphasizes the cognitive development commitments at the expense of the "non-rational" aspects of personal growth. Joseph Junell suggests that such a curriculum is not only inadequate but harmful as well. He poses the question, "To what part of man does public education owe its first obligation? Is it to his intellectual-academic world, or his
emotional-social one?"  

This quote leads to my claim that any singularly cognitive approach, such as Kohlberg's, calls for a certain amount of criticism. Junell goes on to explain that there is a certain amount of naiveté involved in beliefs that propose that it is "reason" which truly civilizes power or that "irrational motivations" are best corrected by exposing them to reason. Such faith in the powers of the mind also leads people to believe that man's irrational component is actually destructive in nature and that the reasoning process can best be trained to function without the influences of the senses and emotions.

Critics of these proponents of rationalism share a common point—"an emphasis upon reason at the expense of other human faculties is damaging to man.... Mental life is more like a co-operative venture in which success is possible only by a joint effort of all the faculties."  

An element of moderation should be applied when speaking of the exalted position of the cognitive.

To Kohlberg, the essential ingredient of moral development is a certain mode of reasoning and judgement. All forms of moral reasoning, according to Kohlberg, are products of particular cognitive structures. It is the emphasis on this overriding criterion which causes certain defects in

---


in Kohlberg's theory. For example, one fact Kohlberg seems to ignore is that preceding the development of rational thought is a gradual accumulation of preferences, compulsions, and rejection which eventually form our life style....casting over our lives an invisible screen of primary dispositions, and tendencies to behavior through which each of our thoughts is sifted and by which the very quality of our thinking is in large part determined.

One point this study will attempt to make is that emotionally-linked attitudes function in such a way that they can either liberate or imprison the child's imagination and rational thinking and that they too need to be one of the primary targets of public education.

Kohlberg ignores any evidence of man's emotionally dominated rational processes and insists that the specific quality of any affective state is determined by its cognitive housing and therefore the emphasis needs to be on the development of that cognitive structure.

Kohlberg's theory has a lot to offer moral educators but its shortcomings are too important to be overlooked. His theory, after all, is in fact only one moral theory, and by pointing to some of its inadequacies I hope to verify the need to at least study some possible alternatives and to make room for alterations.

As already noted, Kohlberg is particularly weak

---

on the development of the affective side of morality, of moral emotions such as "guilt", "concern for others", etc. He opposes what he terms "irrational emotive theories" and does not bother to clarify what role affect or emotion is to play.

There are other omissions for which Kohlberg and the proponents of his theory do not seem to be able to produce a good enough account. Based upon an overgeneralization from the Hartshorne-May studies conducted in the late 1920's showing honesty to be situation-specific, Kohlberg dismisses a whole class of character traits that are not situation-specific and of relevance to a "rational morality". This is a very restricted outlook towards character traits dependant upon the peculiarities of a particular class of character traits. But Richard Peters elaborates distinct classes of virtues, ignored by Kohlberg, which are very pertinent to moral development. One's "bag of virtues" does not have to be as conceptually crude as the one Kohlberg presents in his argument.

Through his dismissal of the part character traits can play in moral development, Kohlberg also throws out the window any significant role habit, or habit formation, is to have in morality, without giving any evidence that this should be the case. He makes references to ego strength, sees the importance of will, but offers no account of the type of habit training which encourages its growth. One premise of this paper is that it is possible, and advantageous, as well, for a rational morality to develop from a basis provided by early
habit formation. Learning habits in an intelligent way can help a child to become sensitive to considerations, which will later serve him as principles. Acquiring habits at an early stage can develop into a more rational way of following rules. It can pave the way for principled morality.

Also in his dismissal of character traits and habit, Kohlberg disregards the importance of content in moral education. The content of a person's beliefs and life experiences is indispensable to constructing a profile of the total moral personality. This study will attempt to show that reasoning in morality is not the kind of activity in which one learns the process independently of content. Before children can grasp principles they need to learn situation-specific rules of behavior covering a wide range of cases. They need to learn the particulars on which the generalizations can stand. And long before children reach the age of reason where they can understand the validity of rules, a set of rules needs to be set down for them, for their sakes as well as others. The moral life must have content as well as procedural principles for reasoning about what one is to do, be, or think.

Kohlberg views his Kantian principled view of morality to be the only true one with no place for alternative types. Yet his is a very limited interpretation and not only is there a need, but the author hopes to show there is also the room, for adjustments to be made within the framework of Kohlberg's conception of moral development.
Noncognitivist Position

Many feel we need to expand beyond the rather narrow academic channelling of our present school system and do more to offset the dominating intellectual emphasis in educational practice. G. H. Bantock argues that, "we are always being told that the function of our education is to make children think....It is equally necessary to teach children how to feel; for some such feelings are as important a way of taking the world, as apprehensions of aspects of reality, as are our cognitions."8 Because of this, Bantock seems to fear that the twentieth-century mind is happier with, and better able to cope with, facts and theories than with feelings and personal commitments.

The balance seen in teacher training portrays a definite lack of effective instruction in the development of non-cognitive components, as opposed to the training available for the cognitive aspects such as learning to question, to analyze, and to form complex rules and principles. This study, in its final part, will show why this inequity occurred and what might be done to help correct it. Geoffrey Yarlott remarks that, "it is a remarkable omission in the light of how much a child's behavior is influenced by emotion."9 The 'omission' has in part been due, not to an original lack or neglect of non-cognitive


objectives, but to the apparent fact that "it has been easier to teach and evaluate cognitive objectives." 10

Any effort to find out which is more quantitatively influential in moral development and judgement, cognitions or affects, has or will, fail. They cannot be viewed as separate entities, as I will attempt to demonstrate. Any attempt to do so would create a certain artificiality.

There has always been an "indomitable faith in the powers of the mind to solve any or all problems." 11 As a response to that, this paper will, without trying to discredit the need for reason, nor to elevate the position of such non-rational influences as emotions, 12 identify the aspects of non-cognitive development which are amenable to educational influence and to show how they can be fostered in the classroom. We strive for the education of the 'whole person', not just his intellect.

To recapitulate, in chapter one of this study, we will take a closer look at Kohlberg's theory—how it evolved and the nature of his educational efforts. His approach represents a departure from such previous works which viewed moral development as the accumulation of a collection of virtues or as the progressive conformity to the norms set down


11J. Junell, p. 107.

12Ibid., p. 109.
by a society. We will study his moral stages and their implications. We will see what such a theory implies for a curriculum of moral education.

In chapter two, the study expands on what the author believes to be the shortcomings of Kohlberg's theory and its repercussions in practical application. The paper argues that Kohlberg's account of moral development should be considered rather one-sided since it has been erected on the features of a limited interpretation of morality. Peters, in "A Plea for Pluralism," verbalizes this belief when he claims that there are certain phenomena existing in moral development which cannot be explained in terms of a Kohlberg or Piaget type of theory, and we should look to our alternatives for a much needed supplement to the work of the Piaget-Kohlberg school.13

In essence, the competencies associated with Kohlberg's highest stage of reasoning are the ability and the disposition to make one's moral judgements in accordance with the principles of justice for persons. Although these are necessary features of moral maturity, the danger is that they may come to be regarded as the only competencies necessary for rational morality and this study hopes to show that this clearly is not the case. What Kohlberg refers to as moral maturity is a concern for developing only one crucial component of moral competence. Kohlberg discards the practice of teaching and enforcing specific rules of behavior as irrelevant. He objects to focusing upon the development of character traits because it would prove unprofitable. He

doesn't believe there are such things as moral virtues so any such approach could not work. He ignores the powerful role affective components play and he deems fruitless the value habit training can be to the formation of a principled morality.

Chapter two aims to show that his reasons for abandoning such features of moral education are not defensible. Not only are these elements compatible with, but apparently necessary to, his theory of stimulating moral development through cognitive stimulation. What the paper calls for is a more comprehensive account of moral competence.

Chapter three is devoted to showing how an expanded approach encompassing some alternative emphases can be used to create a more positive atmosphere for successful moral education.
CHAPTER I

The Cognitive Viewpoint on Moral Education

Background of Kohlberg's Theory

This section will first look at what preceded and led to Kohlberg's theory of cognitive development. His approach actually grew out of his lack of acceptance of what he takes to be previous theory. The paper will then study what Kohlberg offers as a substitute and alternative theory. We will examine the kind of research he undertook, and the conclusions he made from it, such as the discovery of a six-stage moral sequence. The study then investigates Kohlberg's stance on how moral growth and development actually do occur what he considers the role of such non-cognitive factors as affect, and finally, how his theory can be successfully incorporated into an educational curriculum.

According to the traditional cognitivist, any failure in the program of moral education is due to a gross underestimation of the difficulty of moral problems and analysis. The cognitivist feels the foundations of ethics, as well as everyday moral reasoning (done within the framework of ethics), are matters for reason to investigate and establish—and that reason, in fact, shows ethics to have solid bases. Traditional cognitivists give some support to the Platonic belief in the power of the rational good. Plato believed that if we were to
know with perfect clarity what the nature of the moral end is, we would inevitably pursue it. In other words, he who knows the good chooses the good. 1

According to Kohlberg, Aristotle claims that we obtain moral virtues as a result of habit. We become just by doing just acts, brave by doing brave acts, etc. Therefore, Aristotle saw learning by doing as the only real method in the moral sphere. Kohlberg feels it is this type of 'boy scout' approach to moral education which has dominated North American practices in this field in the past. Moral character was divided up into lists of vices and virtues. An early study of moral character done in the late twenties by Hartshorne and May, 2 manifested a bag of virtues consisting of honesty, service, and self-control. A more recent major study by Havighurst and Taba, 3 added responsibility, friendliness and moral courage to that bag. Aristotle's original bag included the virtues of temperance, liberality, pride, good temper, truthfulness, and justice. And the Boy Scouts' bag contains honesty, loyalty, reverence, cleanliness and bravery.

How, exactly, was the 'bag of virtues' approach supposed to work? It was a character-building program. Moral character consisted of a list of virtues and vices. Given a

1See Plato: Republic 475 A-E VI 485 C-E,


bag of virtues the children were urged to practice them. Daily opportunities were supposed to be given so this 'learning by doing' could occur. Adults were to act as living examples of the virtues. The children were to be told that if they lived up to these ideals, happiness, fortune, and good repute were to follow. The theory was that doing daily chores would lead to responsibility, the opportunity to give to the Red Cross would lead to altruism, etc.

Kohlberg feels that the bag of virtues approach was attractive to moral educationalists, because it let them assume that everyone could be a moral educator. As long as they were an adult and respectable, and knew what virtues were to be in the bag, they were considered qualified to teach since they would be able to set a good example.

Kohlberg dismisses this approach as inadequate because he feels it did not lead to any improvement in moral character. Why, in Kohlberg's opinion, didn't this approach work? His objection to this desirable trait ideology, is that there is no such thing as a bag of virtues. Everyone has their own bag. Even if the same virtue could be included in everyone's moral bag, definitions of the virtue would differ. Kohlberg argues, "Virtues and vices are labels by which people award praise or blame to others, but the ways people use praise and blame toward others, are not the ways in which they think when making decisions themselves. You or I may not find a Hell's Angel truly honest, but he may find himself so."  

4Lawrence Kohlberg, "Education for Justice: A Modern
Kohlberg does not believe that a person's moral bag will turn out to be a bag of governing standards. He uses the Hartshorne and May study as an example. This classic study was a monumental character education inquiry. Hartshorne and May carefully studied the behavior of 11,000 children who were given opportunities to lie, cheat or steal in various activities—classroom work, home duties, party games and athletic contests. To qualify as an acceptable test, the situation had to tempt the child to do something for personal gain that he would not want others to know about. The studies showed the inconsistency of children to be amazing. It was impossible to predict if a child who cheated on a math test would also cheat on a spelling test. Cheating, therefore, was found to be situation-specific. If you cheat in one situation, it does not mean you will or you won't in another. Also, what you verbally say about honesty has little to do with how you act. Even if you cheat, you might express just as much disapproval, or even more, as someone who doesn't. Kohlberg believes that since more recent research also indicates that variations in situations produce variations in moral behavior, this is even more evidence against the benefits of any character building program.


5Hartshorne and May.

Not only does Kohlberg criticize the bag of virtues approach on the grounds that there are no such things, but that if there were it is not clear how to teach them or even who should. As Kohlberg notes, Socrates himself questions "whether good men have known how to hand on to someone else the goodness that is in themselves." Socrates observed that good fathers don't necessarily have good sons, or qualify as teachers of virtues, and goes on to give examples of one virtuous Greek leader after another who had non-virtuous sons. Kohlberg attempted to validate this Socratic viewpoint. He took what he believes to be a valid measure of moral maturity, (discussed more fully, later in the chapter) and gave it to a group of middle class men in their twenties and also to their fathers. He found no correlation between the two—the morally mature father was no more likely to have a morally mature son than was a father low on moral development. 7

Kohlberg's Alternative Theory

Kohlberg's criticisms of what he takes to be the traditional basis for moral development has led him to abandon any attempt to define moral virtue at the individual level, which is what he feels the bag of virtues approach attempted to do. He claims that virtue is ultimately one, not many, and no matter what culture we are in, this ideal form will be the same. This ideal form is justice and he claims it should be the central moral value of the school as well as of that of

7Hartshorne and May.
society. He substitutes a new theory then, based on what he believes to be the concept of justice in the Platonic sense. In other words, what makes a virtuous action virtuous is that it is guided by knowledge of the good. A seemingly courageous act based on ignorance of danger is not courageous. Nor is a seemingly just act, based on ignorance of justice, to be considered just. By justice, Kohlberg means:

not a rule or set of rules, but a moral principle. By a moral principle we mean a mode of choosing which is universal, a rule of choosing we want all people to adopt always in all situations....There are exceptions to rules [to kill Hitler would have been right because respect for the equal values of lives called for his death in order to save lives but no exceptions to principles.] A moral obligation is an obligation to respect the right or claim of another person. A moral principle is a principle for resolving competing claims....There is only one principled basis for resolving claims: justice or equality....A moral principle is not only a role of action, but a reason for action. As a reason for action, justice is called respect for persons.²⁸

Kohlberg believes that because morally mature people are governed by the principle of justice rather than a set of rules, there are not many moral virtues, but one. He concludes that "the most essential structure of morality is the principle of justice and the core of justice is the distribution of rights and duties regulated by concepts of equality and reciprocity."²⁹


Using the concept of morality in which justice is central as the terminus of moral development, Kohlberg sought in his practical research to determine the regularities, or patterns of development of individuals, toward that endpoint. Kohlberg, like Piaget, did not concentrate on moral behavior or on what the individual actually does. He sees the concept of morality as a "philosophical (ethical) rather than a behavioral concept." Justin Aronfreed welcomes Piaget and Kohlberg's moral judgement work as an "antidote to a behavioristic paradigm, in which an act is regarded as 'moral', by virtue of its conformity to an external norm." Kohlberg doesn't see how studying behavior can tell you much about moral maturity. Duska and Whelan explain Kohlberg's point with this example. A mature adult and a young child may both resist stealing an apple. Is there a difference in moral maturity? Their behavior doesn't show it, but their reasons for not stealing would. It is only what the people involved think they are doing which sets their behaviors apart.

Kohlberg does not feel that people's statements about whether an action is right or wrong are worth much either. Both


the mature, adult and the young child will say that stealing
the apple is wrong. It is their reasons why it is wrong
which, to Kohlberg, indicate a level of moral maturity. It
is the kind or quality of reason which marks development.

To obtain this kind of data (i.e. kind of reason
given), Kohlberg, in his initial phase of research, presented
children of varying ages with moral dilemmas for the purpose
of seeing the kind of reason, not whether the 'right' answer
was given. On the basis of much collected data, Kohlberg dis-
cerned the following stages of moral development.

Level 1 Preconventional
Stage 1 (heteronomous morality) At this stage a
child is obedient because he wants to avoid breaking
any rule which might result in punishment for him.
Actions are judged by their physical consequences.
The judgement of authority is considered superior
and very powerful. A child, at this stage, doesn't
consider the interests of others or even recognize
that they may be different from his own. He cannot
relate two points of view. He will confuse authority's
perspective with his own.
Stage 2 (individualism, instrumental purpose, and
exchange) The child will still be egocentric but
will be opportunistic as well. He will follow rules
only when it is to someone's immediate interest.
Elements of fairness, reciprocity, and equal sharing
are present in the form of, "I'll do this for you, if
you do that for me." Consequences of actions are
still understood in the physical sense of reward and
punishment for himself but he is a little more willing
to co-operate (or bargain) with others to get what he
wants. He now recognizes that other people have their
own interests which they have a right to pursue and
which also might be in conflict with his. But there
is still not yet a consciousness of social norms.

Level 2 Conventional
Stage 3 (mutual interpersonal expectations, rela-
relationships and interpersonal conformity) At this
stage a person is primarily influenced by the expecta-
tions of others and conforms willingly to social norms
when met with social approval. He is eager to fulfill
the stereotyped image for proper behavior. He tries to live up to what is expected of him by people who are close to him. Actions, for the first time, are partly judged for their motives. "Being good" is important and includes having good motives and showing concern about others. Trust, loyalty, respect, and gratitude all should have a part in a relationship. He believes in the Golden Rule and attempts to put himself in the other guy's shoes. Shared feelings, agreements, and expectations take primacy over individual interests. A person at this stage would have the desire to maintain rules and authority which are supportive of stereotypical good behavior. But they do not yet possess a generalized perspective.

Stage 4 (social system and conscience) Conformity and the maintenance of social order still dominate the pattern of thought, but, whereas in stage 3, the perspective was one of an individual in relationships with other individuals, the perspective here is broader. The individual is considered in terms of his relation to the system. Laws are to be upheld, except in extreme cases where they conflict with social duties. It is necessary to keep the institution going as a whole, to avoid a breakdown in the system. A person should be fulfilling the actual duties to which he has agreed, and be contributing to society, the group or the institution. He will often use the argument, "if everyone did that...."

Level 3 Post Conventional or Principled

Stage 5 (social contract or utility, and individual rights) A person at this stage considers the moral and legal points of view and has come to recognize that they can conflict and have trouble integrating them. He is aware that people hold a variety of different values and opinions, and that these, for the most part, are relative to a group. He believes that relative rules should usually be upheld because they do give a degree of impartiality, and are also part of a social contract. Life and liberty are nonrelative values and rights, and should be upheld in any society regardless of majority opinion. A person at this stage has a feeling of contractual commitment, which he freely enters upon, to family, friendship, trust, and work obligation. He will try to do the greatest good for the greatest number.

Stage 6 (universal ethical principles) This is a highly controversial stage, and it is still unclear whether it is a true hierarchically distinct stage above stage 5, or merely an alternate end point to stage 5. At this "stage" persons are to be treated
as ends in themselves. When laws violate one's self-chosen ethical principle, one should act in accordance with the principle because it is based on a universal principle of justice. The stage 6 reasoner places a greater emphasis on respect for life and the personality of the individual than the stage 5 thinker. This stage has been criticized for being elitist and culturally biased. Some have even said that the theory is just scientific justification for libertarian values and stage 6 is used to make moral heroes out of people like Daniel Ellsberg whose consciences bring them into conflict with society.13 (Note: Kohlberg no longer refers to or scores stage 6.14)

The core of Kohlberg's theory is based on the premise that moral stage is related to cognitive advance. Kohlberg claims that individuals pass through moral stages, one at a time, from the bottom toward the top. But there are also other stages an individual goes through, and to best understand Kohlberg's moral stage, it would be beneficial to locate it in a sequence of the total development of personality.

The interrelation of the Different Components of Personality Development

Individuals also go through stages of logical reasoning or intelligence studied by Piaget.15 First is the intuitive stage. At this point, the child is very egocentric, and will view the world in terms of how it affects his personal welfare. At around age 7, the child enters the concrete opera-


tional stage where he sees the world in terms of a social or legal order. "Others'" approval or condemnation is of the utmost importance. New interpersonal interactions emerge. The child can now make logical inferences, classify things, and handle quantitative relations about concrete things. The final stage, the formal operational, is reached, if at all, during adolescence. The individual can then reason abstractly. He can consider all the possibilities, consider the relations between elements in a system, form hypotheses, and test them against reality. Often this stage is not attained completely, only partially.

It is obvious to Kohlberg's mind that since moral reasoning is clearly reasoning, then advanced moral reasoning depends on advanced logical reasoning. Following this line of thinking, a person's logical stage would put a ceiling on the moral stage he could attain. A logical stage of "concrete operational" limits a person to the moral stages of 1 and 2. Many individuals are higher in logical stage than moral stage, but none are higher in moral stage than logical stage.16 Logical development, therefore, is a necessary but not sufficient condition for mature moral judgement in Kohlberg's analysis.

Following the sequence of total development of personality along, next come the stages of social perspective or role taking.17 These stages describe the level at which the

17. Ibid.
person sees other people, interprets their thoughts and feelings, and sees their role or place in society. There is a close relationship between role-taking stages and Kohlberg's moral stages. But role-taking stages are more general and precede the development of the parallel stage of moral judgement.

The final step in this sequence is moral behavior. Mature moral judgement is a necessary but not sufficient condition for mature moral action.\textsuperscript{18} Moral judgement is just one predictor of action, but Kohlberg sees it as a powerful and meaningful one because it gives rise to distinctive ways of defining concrete situational rights and duties in socially ambiguous situations. Kohlberg believes that there is such a thing as behavior which is consistent with an individual's moral principles and that maturity of moral thought should predict to moral action. J. Rest would support Kohlberg in this belief. He found that there is likely to be a reasonable match between the level of moral thinking and that of moral action (genuine moral thinking not simply verbalism).\textsuperscript{19} This means that specific forms of moral action require specific forms of moral thought as prerequisites. Kohlberg sees this as implying the cognitive developmental contention that maturity of moral judgement and action have heavy cognitive components, and suggests a broader developmental notion of action than that repre-

\textsuperscript{18}Ibid.

seated by the "bag of virtues."

Cognitivists believe that moral decision making is, or at least can be, an intellectual process: reasons are not the only motives for actions, but they are considered important ones. They therefore argue for the moral domain to be treated as a domain of rational thought and psycho-social development.

Characteristics of a Theory Based on Cognitive Stages

There are certain characteristics a theory based on a doctrine of cognitive stages would have:

1) There are distinct differences in children's modes of solving the same problem which is implied by cognitive stages

2) There are different modes of thinking which form a sequence, order of succession, in individual development. Cultural factors speed up, slow down, or arrest development, but they don't change it.

3) Each different mode forms a structural whole, representing an underlying thought organization

4) Cognitive stages, or hierarchial integrations, form an order of increasingly integrated structures which will fulfill a common function. They supply the rules for the processing of information and the connecting of events.

Kohlberg's particular cognitive stages are stages of the development of a concept of justice. He explains how, as we pass through the different moral stages, the concept of justice is re-organized:

Stage 1 "an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth"
Stage 2 fair exchange of favors and goods

Piaget would assess these first two stages of reasoning.

to be at the egocentric level of reasoning where the major goal is to avoid punishment and gain reward.

Stage 3 treating people by conventional rules
Stage 4

These two stages correspond to Piaget's transcendental level of reasoning where we are more concerned with the order of the world.

Stage 5 the social contract between the governing and the governed protects the equal rights of all
Stage 6 a just solution to a moral dilemma is a solution acceptable to all parties considering each as free and equal. These are personally-chosen moral principles which a person would choose if he didn't know what his place was to be in a society—upper class, lower class, etc. A just solution in any dilemma would have to be one acceptable to you if you had any of the roles involved.

Decisions based on universal principles are considered best. Those based on conventional moral rules bring disagreement because men adhere to conflicting systems of roles dependent on their culture. For examples of the latter, a woman's bare face is considered morally right in some cultures (western), but not in others (Moslem). Some cultures feel it morally right to punish non-virgin unmarried women (even to the point of death). In others, although punishment by death would be a crime, total ostracism might be called for. In still others, to interfere at all would be morally wrong.

How Development Occurs

Since the major objective of Kohlberg's cognitive developmental theory would be to have as many people as possible
reach his final stage of moral reasoning, it would be profitable to look at how it's done. A person is said to be at a certain stage when his thinking is organized in a particular way. Initially, they can be thought of as points of reference for consideration of moral problems by which a decision for or against a certain action can be reached. A moral stage implies that a person's whole outlook on a problem will be colored by this orientation. Since Kohlberg's moral stages are stages of structure, not content, they do not tell us what is on someone's mind, but only how he thinks about what is on his mind.

Cognitive development is the change in those cognitive structures. How can this change and the transition from one moral stage to the next be enhanced if not, as Kohlberg believes, by the direct result of teaching?

Kohlberg rejects maturation theories and several types of socialization hypotheses. He claims that empirical studies do not confirm the findings of the psychoanalytic school. Such studies do not show correlations between parental ways of handling infantile drives, and moral behaviors or attitudes which occur later. Research findings have also indicated that "children and young adults are no more like their parents in level of morality... than they are like a random parental individual of the same social class." There is no clear support

---


22 Ibid., pp. 469-470.
in regard to parent attitudes, that early identifications are central to a moral orientation. There was a correlation found between maternal warmth and the development of conscience but the finding also indicates that children living in a positive social climate will be more willing to learn in general. The positive results of such a positive climate are not restricted to a moral sphere but lead to a general tendency in the social attitude field.

Kohlberg also dismisses the moral concept of habit, his reasons for which are more fully discussed in chapter two. As indicated already, he uses the Hartshorne-May study as his reason for claiming that the habit-generalization theory of psychologists is invalid. The final volume of Studies in the Nature of Character explored the degree to which moral conduct related to other assessments of the child's moral functioning. The evidence indicated only a modest level of generality among different measures of honest conduct, and even less generality across behavioral, judgemental, and affective dimensions of honesty. Honesty is basically then, situation-specific. To employ a single or small number of measures to classify an individual as more or less honest or moral, is simply not supported by empirical evidence. Kohlberg reasons that moral learning from habit-generalization brings about only specific forms of behavior conformity. It does not bring about predictable behavior.

23Ibid., p. 363
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for a wide range of situations which would be characteristic
of the principles stage of morality. He challenges learning
theorists to produce evidence which will show that early forms
of habit training have an affect on later adult behavior.

Kohlberg has also rejected Piaget's hypothesis that
the peer group plays an important role in moral development,
in the sense that its norms are internalized by the individual.
Although it has been shown that there is a correlation between
peer-group participation and the development of a principled
morality, Kohlberg argues that this is because of the stimula-
tion which such a group provides for individual reflection upon
situations.25

Even though Kohlberg's forms of conceiving of rules
at the different stages could be considered Kantian categories,
he rejects Kant's view that they are innate moulds into which
specific experiences are fitted.26 As already noted, Kohlberg
sees his categories as evolving as a result of interaction
between the child, and his physical and social environment.
He says that there are four basic assumptions a cognitive deve-
lopmental theory can make about its development, which show
the emphasis, he feels is needed, on interaction.

1) Development of cognitive structure is the result of
processes of interaction between the structure of
the organism and the structure of the environment.
It is not the direct result of learning or maturation.

25Ibid. p. 401

26Lawrence Kohlberg, "Early Education: a cognitive-
2) Development involves basic transformations of cognitive structure which must be explained by parameters of organizational wholes or systems of internal relations.

3) Cognitive structures are always structures of action, resulting from the association of stimuli with one another, with the child's responses, and with his experiences of pleasure and pain. Cognitive activities go from the sensori-motor, to the symbolic, to verbal-propositional modes. Their organization is always an organization of actions upon objects.

4) The direction of development of cognitive structure is toward greater equilibrium in the interaction of the organism and its environment. For development to take place, there must be an optimal amount of discrepancy between the child's conceptual scheme and the type of experience with which he is confronted. It is very important for there to be a reciprocity between the action of the organism upon the (perceived) object or situation and the action of the (perceived) object upon the organism. "This reciprocity, or balance, in interaction is reflected in the underlying stability (conservation) of a cognitive act under transformation with development representing a widened system of transformations maintaining such conservation." 

Kohlberg expands and clarifies these basic assumptions. He says an individual constructs or builds a conception of the world through physical and/or mental involvement with objects, people and events. The experience we gain provides us with sets of knowledge, however informal and unorganized. The metaphor of a machine can be used. The environment is input (information or energy). It is transmitted to and accumulated in the organism, who emits output behavior. Kohlberg uses the term assimilation to refer to the period when information is being absorbed, and accommodation for the period that occurs after assimilation has altered the individual's understanding of events.

Knowledge that follows this pattern is organized into

schema, coherent sets of information about objects, events, etc. This knowledge base is obtained from the child's acting upon objects. The critical feature is that it is not a one way activity but an interaction which gradually stimulates the child to classify his environment in terms of objects having causal relations with other objects in space and time, and to make the distinction between what is real and what is apparent (i.e. dreams). Each new stage brings sensitivity to new aspects of a moral situation. New insights lead the child into gradually grasping more abstract ways of introducing order into the world. The child increasingly becomes able to objectify his knowledge, and forms concepts which can serve as guidelines against which objects or people can be gauged. The child is eventually led to apprehend principles, especially those of justice, which must be obtained if individuals are to live together and satisfy their claims as social beings, which are both similar to and different from others.

To recapitulate, Kohlberg says movement and the change in cognitive structures comes about through interaction between the child's cognitive structures and the structures of the environment. This development, according to Kohlberg, does not involve the unfolding of instincts, emotions, or sensorimotor patterns. Affect is considered, but only as a parallel aspect of the structural transformations which take place here in development. The child's relation to his social environment is seen as cognitive; and, development occurs through the changes in general patterns of thinking about the self and the world.
Stimulation can come by challenging the individual with moral problems for which his present moral stage cannot provide adequate answers. You then present him with responses form a higher stage. Experimental findings show that although children rarely comprehend messages from more than one stage away, they will also reject messages from stages below their own.28

**Optimal period**

Kohlberg also claims there is an optimal period for moving from one stage to the next. If you have just attained a higher stage, you won't respond fully to stimulation for movement to the next. On the other hand, if too long a period passes, you tend to stabilize at your present stage and develop screening out mechanisms for contradictory stimuli which might help you to be motivated to reach out for the next higher level of reasoning to help solve the dilemma. Therefore, a lot of emphasis is placed on avoiding stage retardation, as well as promoting acceleration. To avoid retardation, stimulation must be presented in the period when the possibility to develop is still open.

*Stages are universal, irreversible and of an invariant sequence*

Another characteristic of the transition, according to Kohlberg, is that it is of an invariant sequence. You would

---

not find someone thinking at one stage who hadn't passed through the previous stage.

He also sees the stages as irreversible. Although a person might still offer lower stage responses, he generally only accepts the higher reasons as determinative and will not lose his higher orientation. Kohlberg did have a problem of regression when he retested an original group of students. They had been at stage four and had inexplicably regressed to stage 2. He explains it in the following way. When the subjects were originally tested, it was during the 1960's when many third-year college students were trying to make the difficult transition to the principled levels of reasoning. To break out of the conventional level, they were questioning every standard of morality, passing through a phase in which all values not based on instinct were disturbed. This is sometimes referred to as stage 4½. Kohlberg explains that this transitional state led to a susceptibility to a variety of ideologies which mixed stage 2 instrumental hedonism with radical moral ideologies.²⁹

Despite harsh criticism, Kohlberg maintains his view that there are invariant sequences which will hold in any culture. He gives the following example of one invariant sequence: children reasoning about dreams from any culture start out by not being able to differentiate dreams from real events. Then they come to comprehend that dreams are not real, that they take

²⁹Jack Braeden Arbuthnot and David Faust, p. 84.
place within the dreamer and cannot be seen by others. They are immaterial events, like thoughts, produced by the dreamer. This same sequence can be observed in cultures where adults have different beliefs about dreams. Kohlberg claims this sequence, or any other developmental sequence, cannot be adequately explained in terms of the teaching of adults because the concepts they would use if they taught anything about dreams, would be appropriate to a much later stage and would not explain how children go through the earlier stages.

In his argument supporting the universality of his moral stages, Kohlberg says that the cultural invariant is not the content of moral beliefs but their form. Different cultures have varying views on such things as sexual relationships outside of marriage, whether people should be thrifty, etc. But there are cross-cultural uniformities relating to how such rules are conceived. He asserts that major aspects of moral development are culturally universal because all cultures have common sources of social interaction, role taking and social conflict which require moral integration.

Kohlberg does provide some cross-cultural support for the universality of his stages and developmental approach. He reports that studies done in Taiwan, Turkey and Malaysia indicate a similar sequence of development in all cultures, although they suggest that the last two stages of moral thought do not

---

develop clearly in preliterate or tribal communities. He also found that in American society, middle class children proceed more rapidly through his stages than working class children. The regional differences that can be found are explained as fixations or arrests of thought at certain stages of development. The sequence, in these cases, has not been broken, nor should we think of these people as incapable of higher level reasoning.

Critics have questioned the sufficiency in scope of Kohlberg's cross-cultural studies. E. L. Simpson criticizes Kohlberg for data gathering techniques that demand analytical modes of thought and language not valued by or developed in many cultures. Simpson also challenges the use of value categories such as "properties rights" and "value of life" in scoring protocols that may not reflect the categories of the culture under study. Simpson claims Kohlberg's concept of justice is unclear and that he fails to deal explicitly with the problem of objectivity in morals. She sees the need for universally accepted considerations, such as those to do with human harm and benefit, for there to be agreement in judgement in the moral case. The term justice can have many meanings. Simpson argues, "Highly abstract concepts such as justice, have so little commonality in meaning, from one group to another, as to be practically useless as cross-cultural generalizations."

31Arbuthnot and Faust, p. 80.
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Aronfreed gives some support to her argument. He maintains that it is very probable that increasing cognitive capacity for discrimination and abstraction enables more abstract principles to be adopted. Since self-direction is a common western value, increasing cognitive capacity manifests itself in an increasing tendency to accept principles allowing and encouraging, up to a point, autonomy, such as individual rights, democracy and individual conscience. But, Aronfreed warns, this increasing cognitive capacity might mean the development of different kinds of principles in other societies. 34

Kohlberg admits the difficulty of adapting an assessment device to varied cultures so as to eliminate all the performance factors except level of structural moral thought. But he could easily retort, "Can one logically test the universality of moral stages, defined in terms of value categories, without using the same value categories from one culture to another?" 35

Kohlberg's sequence has also been challenged, since, in many cultures, there is no progression through to the final stages of postconventional reasoning, and because, in the same culture, there are great individual differences. Again Kohlberg could respond with a question of his own, "Can one logically require that all groups everywhere must demonstrate all levels


in the moral hierarchy in order to establish its universality, especially in view of the fact that the theory does not expect the higher stages to occur under social-cultural conditions that are deficient in role-taking opportunities." Kohlberg says that to require this, one would also have to require that the highest levels be reached in every sub-culture and possibly even in every individual. This could not be a workable test of the validity of a high level moral stage. Cultural differences in level of attainment do not rule out a stage theory, in Kohlberg's mind, any more than individual differences would.

Carol Gilligan claims there is a built-in male bias in Kohlberg's scale. She found that in a few studies of comparable groups of men and women, more women ended up in stage 3 and more men in stage 4. She says it is because the kind of moral dilemma chosen to be looked at emphasized such things as justice, property, and conflict of rights rather than issues of caring and responsibility toward the community which might show more women at the upper end of the scale. Kohlberg said these findings were later found to be due to an error in stage criteria. There was an initial tendency to put men with an "Archie Bunker" mentality in the law and order stage 4. But an Archie Bunker type actually belongs, Kohlberg now thinks, in stage 3 because such an individual is not concerned with larger society, just his own group.

36Ibid.

Importance of interaction

Leaving for the moment, any more discussion of criticisms of Kohlberg's theory to chapter two, let us look at just what is implied by such a theory of cognitive stages.

The existence of Kohlberg's moral stages has implied that moral development has a basic structural component. This study has already examined why Kohlberg views his stages as stages of structure, not content. The existence of a basic structural component has implications in itself;

1) There should be some empirical correlation between moral judgement maturity and nonmoral aspects of cognitive development.
2) Moral judgement stages or sequences are to be described in cognitive structural terms even in regard to the affective aspects (i.e. guilt, shame, empathy, etc.)
3) There should be an empirical correlation between maturity on affective and cognitive aspects of morality.38

Relationship between IQ and moral behavior

To comment on the first implication listed above there seems to be little theoretical dispute over the fact that intelligence relates strongly to moral judgement and behavior.39 The dispute is over how much impact intelligence has and whether high IQ ensures high moral development. For example, one might ask, "What about the clever criminal?" Mischel and Mischel examined a variety of studies and concluded that there was a definite


relation between cognitive competence and general adequacy of social functioning.\textsuperscript{40} For example, IQ positively correlated with maturity on Piagetian tests of moral judgement and negatively related to dishonest behavior.\textsuperscript{41} The relationship between IQ and honesty declines or disappears when the context is nonacademic, such as stealing, or when the risk of getting caught is low.\textsuperscript{42} And although high IQ children do do better than low IQ children on most Piagetian tests of moral judgement, for some dimensions the reverse is true.\textsuperscript{43} 

Cognitive developmental theorists explain that even though moral maturity has a cognitive base, there is obviously more to it than simply verbal intelligence applied to a moral problem. A given stage of cognitive development is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the parallel moral stage.

In other words, various studies noted by Kohlberg, claim findings that show children below average in IQ are almost all below average in moral maturity. But children above average in IQ are equally likely to be high or low in maturity.\textsuperscript{44}


\textsuperscript{43} T. Lickona, "Research on Piaget's Theory of Moral Development."

\textsuperscript{44} R. Kramer, "Moral Development in young adulthood," (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Chicago, 1967),
This provides a possible explanation for the clever criminal. These theories suggest not only nonlinear relation between IQ and moral maturity but a decline in the correlation between the two with age. Moral judgement can continue to develop until about age 25 whereas general intellectual maturity does not. Bright children attain the level of formal operations earlier than slow children, but the point is that slow ones eventually do attain them. They develop more slowly in moral development and therefore it may take longer. IQ is a better indicator of early rate of development than it is of terminal status which is more determined by social experience. Our starting points are the same. Everyone reasons as a young child at what Kohlberg labels stage 1. Most children then move on to Kohlberg's stage 2. As early as age 9, but usually later, most North Americans enter stage 3. Some pass into stage 4 in middle or late adolescence. The transition to stage 5 takes place, if at all, when people are in their late teens or early twenties, or even later in life. The few people who do attain stage 6 are usually at least twenty-five. Kohlberg has found that most adult North Americans reason at the conventional level of stages 3 and 4, and only a small minority, perhaps five or 10 percent, attain full stage 5 thought.

---
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Importance of cognitive definitions

Cognitivists use the Milgram experiments to help validate the second of the previously mentioned implications, and to clear up what they feel is the importance of the role of cognitive definitions in determining moral choice. In these experiments, the experimenter, who is a high school biology teacher with an impassive but stern voice, orders the subject to give increasingly painful electrical shocks to a victim who is actually in on the experiment. The victim really acts the part complete with screams of pain. Only those at stage 6 questioned the authority's moral right to tell them to inflict pain on another individual strongly enough to actually refuse to go on. Those at stage 5 (social contact) could rationalize away their responsibility to the victim since he voluntarily participated with foreknowledge of the situation. Seventy-five percent of stage 6 subjects quit whereas only 13% of all remaining subjects did. The experimenter himself showed stage four thinking as he is obedient throughout his work to the demands of his science, even at the cost of possibly causing his subjects permanent psychological harm. The subjects were anything but blasé about their performances. Many were described as trembling, sweating profusely, and even biting through their lips as they steadily increased the voltage to their learner. Many afterwards probably had to deal with a lot of guilt and
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negative self feelings.

What made the person at stage 6 stop giving electrical shocks was not a projective measure of sympathy but, according to the cognitivist, his cognitive definitions. High empathy subjects, they claim, were no more likely to quit giving shocks than low empathy subjects. Schacter and Latané argue that the arousal of affectivity is relevant to the control of behavior only when it is given appropriate cognitive labelling. The role of moral judgement is due to its contribution to a cognitive definition of the situation rather because strong attitudinal or affective expressions of moral values activate behavior.

In a Berkeley sit-in demonstration, where a campus administration building was occupied, the highest level moral reasoners of stage 6 disobeyed authorities in the name of general individual rights, but not for individual rights involving empathy for a concrete victim. This suggests to many that the stage 6 decision to sit-in did not have an affective base, as it was their cognitive definition of the situation which defined behavior.

Schacter and Singer did an experimental study to support this line of thinking that emotions are differentiated more by their mental than by their physiological characteristics.

---


They injected subjects with a hormone to produce sympathetic activation. The subjects were then exposed to different social situations. The resulting emotion was determined by the person's cognitive appraisal of the particular situation to which he was exposed (one situation deliberately was meant to induce anger, another euphoria). Socially communicated symbolic cognitive definitions, according to Schacter and Singer, determine the actual felt attitudes and emotions experienced by the individual in a given situation. For example, with the use of marijuana, there is a general arousal elicited, but how that arousal is experienced (anger, elation, etc.) again was found to depend upon the cognitive definition of the situation.

Place of Affect in a Cognitive Theory

This paper will now take a more explicit look at how Kohlberg and other cognitivists view what they consider to be the parallel aspect of development, the affect, and how it is treated in cognitive-developmental theory.

Cognitivists argue that affect itself is neither moral nor immoral. When affective arousal is channelled into moral directions, it is moral. When it is not so channelled, it is not. The moral channelling mechanisms themselves are cognitive principles. Cognitivists assert that you follow moral principles in a situation because you feel they correctly define that situation, not because of an abstract affective identification with that principle.

Cognitivists believe that internalized affective
control of behavior can be much more effectively carried by
cognitive representations which can serve as a common intrinsic
bridge across the entire sequence of cues that unfold as an
act is initiated and completed. For example, Piaget has label-
led 'will' as the affective operation. Many cognitivists see
will as an operation of intelligence bearing on the co-ordina-
tion and the conservation of verifications or relations. Will
occurs when there is a conflict of tendencies. One tendency,
corresponding to desire, is initially strong. Another tendency,
initially weak, corresponds to a tendency on a higher level such
as duty, or to a value judged superior to desire. An act of
will, therefore, is to reverse the situation, thwart the strong
desire and reinforce the weak tendency, so that now the weak
tendency has become strong and the strong tendency has become
defeated. Cognitivists reason that why an inferior desire is
stronger at the beginning is because we have forgotten to think
of the past or future. We think only of the present. To give
in to desire means to stay in the present. When there is decen-
tration and reversibility, when we can remember what has prece-
ded, and anticipate or foresee what can follow, the superior
tendency can remove the inferior one. This additional force,
which deals with the conservation of values by recalling the
past and anticipating the future, was needed to have a success-
ful act of will.

Kohlberg believes that the 'moral sentiments' (i.e.
fear, shame, guilt) are not separate from cognition but derive
from the person's underlying stage organization just as moral
judgements do. Moral stages, he says, allow one to interpret and channel affect. If we don’t know the person’s stage of moral reasoning, we could not know the effect emotion would have on behavior. Kohlberg gives the following example:

Two adolescents, thinking of stealing, may have the same feeling of anxiety in the pits of their stomachs. One adolescent (stage 2) interprets the feeling as “being chicken” and goes ahead and does it. The other (stage 4) interprets the feeling as “the warning of my conscience” and decides accordingly. The difference in reaction is one in cognitive-structural aspects of moral judgement, not in emotional “dynamics” as such. Guilt as dread of self-condemnation is the final step in a series of differentiations, which like all differentiations is cognitive in nature.50

The specific quality of an affective state, according to cognitivists, is determined by its cognitive housing.

A Cognitive Curriculum

Even though cognitivists will grant that the affective is a necessary component in the objectives of moral education, they do not feel the process of moral education need include a substantial slice of affective education. They feel that the best way to achieve affective change may be through the use of a curriculum emphasizing the rational and the intellect.

Cognitivists criticize the hardcore affectivists for being a “bunch of do-gooders whose highest aim is to develop a positive attitude” in some direction which is either undefined or undefended, and is very likely to be different in itself or in its specific implications for every authority on

50L. Kohlberg, “From Is to Ought: How to commit the naturalistic fallacy and get away with it in the study of moral development,” pp. 189-190.
affective education." They feel this isn't much of a contribution to morality and may even be detrimental. "Affect as an end in itself, only replaces moral apathy with moral anarchy." Affect has its place, but to a cognitivist, only as entirely subservient to cognition and as the last supplement in the pedagogy of ethics.

First must come the legitimation of ethics itself, then the cognitive structuring or moral education, then the teaching of the basic cognitive elements in ethics, and only then the affect, the icing on the cake.

I think it is clear that the cognitivist feels that the foundations of ethics, as well as everyday moral reasoning (done within the framework of ethics), are matters for reasoning to investigate and establish. For them, it is obvious that law and morality should be thought of as sensible, reasonable institutions, at least in principle.

The cognitivist's curriculum's first component would be knowledge about and understanding of the facts, including arguments and positions involving moral issues. Some of this knowledge will be picked up while covering other subjects in the regular curriculum. But much of it is to be learned in discussions about moral issues and role playing. They truly believe that real cognitive understanding will, in fact, lead to
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sympathy etc., in other words, to an alteration of affect. This is a good part of the reason that the cognitivist feels it is not necessary to make a direct effort in the affective dimension.

Their curriculum's second major component would include the cognitive skills of moral reasoning developed to the level of confidence where they can be used in social argumentation (which involves both the distractions of what they consider irrelevant emotions, not that they view all emotions as irrelevant, and the necessity for very rapid response).

The third component would include the nature, origin, and foundations of ethics, sometimes called metaethics. They feel the moral curriculum has to be committed to eternal willingness to investigate every claim it considers, to support every inclination it favors, to examine what it is doing as well as what others are doing.

The cognitive retort to any affective approach is threefold. With limited exceptions, it tends to be immoral, ineffective and unnecessary. They criticize affective education for its attempted modification of affect/attitudes/values in other ways than through the use of reason. Cognitivists see this approach more as manipulation than education. Although they admit that some education appears to achieve some or even most of its effect through non-rational influences, they do not concede that the affective is necessarily involved since such effects

55Ibid., p. 691.
can be achieved either unintentionally, or, subsequently to the use of reason.

Kohlberg's Cognitive Curriculum

Kohlberg believes that moral development depends upon stimulation defined in cognitive-structural terms. This stimulation, according to Kohlberg, comes from social interaction, moral decision making, moral dialogue and moral interaction. The first step in creating the right conditions for all this to take place is to form groups based on an initial assessment of stages. Ideally each group (of 8-12 individuals) should consist of students from two or three consecutive stages, equally represented. The advantages of this are to ensure a range of viewpoints, but viewpoints close enough in succession so that upward mobility is enhanced.

The second step is to choose and prepare a dilemma suitable to the needs of the specific class. It must be one likely to create disequilibration, and provide stimulation for discussion. It must be open-ended and likely to have several alternative answers. The following is a well known example of a dilemma meeting all these criteria.

Heinz's Dilemma

In Europe, a woman was near death from a rare form of cancer. There was one drug that the doctors thought might save her, a form of radium that a druggist in the same town had recently discovered. The druggist was charging $2,000, ten times what the drug cost him to make. The sick woman's husband, Heinz, went to everyone he knew to borrow the money, but he could only get together half of what the drug cost. He told the druggist that his wife was dying and asked him to sell it cheaper or let him pay later. But the druggist said, "No." So Heinz got desperate and broke
into the man's store to steal the drug for his wife.\footnote{56}

After choosing a dilemma, before any discussion begins, certain guidelines must be set. The participants must know and understand the purpose for the groups and use of the dilemmas. They should know what's expected of them, and some ethical principles should be agreed upon for each member for group participation. For example, mutual respect of one another's opinions should be stressed. Disagreement is allowed but not a statement like, "Your opinion is stupid," or "You say that because you're Jewish."

The fourth step involves initiating the discussion by presenting the dilemma and obtaining initial opinions. In order for the type of Socratic dialogue to take place that Kohlberg is hoping for, you must first create dissatisfaction in the student about his present knowledge of the good. This can be done experimentally by exposing the student to moral conflict situations for which his existing principles have no ready answer. The second step is to expose him to disagreement and argument about these situations with his peers, some of whom are at a higher (+1) moral maturity level. So a student at stage 2 might be in an argument with a student at stage 3. And then of course, the stage 3 student should be exposed to the arguments of a stage 4 student in a conflict situation. As already noted there are experimental findings which show that individuals can absorb moral reasoning from the next higher level, while rejecting

\footnote{56L. Kohlberg, "Moral Stages and Moralization," pp.41-42.}
reasoning from a level below their own.

There is another type of conflict which might occur which will be less preferrable since it is less conducive to moral growth. It occurs when individuals hold different opinions but these opinions are founded on reasoning either at the same stage or two or more stages apart. One child may argue that Heinz should steal the drug basing this on stage 2 reasoning, and another may argue he should not, basing this also on stage 2 reasoning, or basing it on stage 4 or 5 reasoning. In either case there is no exposure to a +1 model. The educator's role is therefore to guide and direct subsequent debates for +1 argument to evolve.

The major role of the educator is to support, clarify, or bring out the +1 stage reasoning for each student involved in the discussion. Certain open-ended questions are much more useful in encouraging the individual to express underlying reasoning than simple "why" or closed-ended questions. For the Heinz dilemma, here are some examples:

- **closed:** Should Heinz steal the drug or should he not steal the drug?
- **open:** What do you think are some of the most important reasons why Heinz should or should not steal the drug?
- **closed:** Well, is it right or wrong?
- **open:** What are some of your ideas about whether this action was right or wrong?
- **closed:** Would your friends say the same thing?
- **open:** How might your friends think about the things we are discussing?57

It is sometimes necessary for the educator to use ela-

57Arbuthnot and Faust, p. 116.
bations and qualifiers in order to stimulate and guide dis-
cussion in the right direction. What if there is unanimous agree-
ment on the fairest solution to a dilemma? For example, what if
everyone in the group decided Heinz should steal the drug and
based this decision on stage 2 reasoning? One might ask the
following questions:

Suppose it were a friend, not his wife?
Suppose it were a stranger?
Should the judge punish the husband?

Discussion should continue as long as it is productive.

Kohlberg's Platonic belief is that after inspiring cognitive
conflict in a student and pointing the way to the next step
higher, he will tend to see things previously invisible to him
and accept the higher stage's reasoning as better. Kohlberg
sees moral growth as being facilitated through the direct ex-
perience of making and defending decisions which might arouse
internal contradictions in one's moral reasoning structure.
Through exposure to the moral reasoning of a significant other
at a higher reasoning stage and through reflective organization,
movement to the next stage can occur.

Kohlberg places a great deal of importance on the pre-
sence of role taking opportunities. As already noted, Kohlberg
believes that the attainment of a given role-taking stage is a
necessary, although not sufficient, condition for moral develop-
ment. He sees one's role-taking level as a bridge between the
logical or cognitive level; and the moral level. It is one's
level of social cognition. The process involves an organized
structural relationship between self and others. It involves
understanding and relating to all the roles of the society in which one is a part. He stresses that role-taking should go on in all social interactions, not only in situations which arouse the emotions of sympathy or guilt.

If one were using role playing or simulation in conjunction with discussion on the Heinz Dilemma the educator might want to assign the volunteers (no one should be forced to participate here) in the following way. If one student had been arguing that the druggist should not sell the drug to Heinz even after hearing his plight, he might benefit most playing the role of Heinz. This can serve to increase his insight into a perspective previously quite narrow. The educator should try to maximize the students' involvement and make sure that the important conflicts implied by the dilemma are covered. Followup discussion is highly recommended.

Kohlberg's Socratic classroom discussion and role playing is only a stepping stone in genuine moral education. A broader, more complete approach implies full student participation in the social and moral findings of a school in which justice is a living matter. Kohlberg feels the perceived moral level provided by an institution is important because he believes that just as appropriate exposure to higher stage moral reasoning will stimulate growth so will exposure to a higher stage environment. The moral level projected by an institution is important to Kohlberg because he believes that, "individuals respond to a composite of moral reasoning, moral action, and institutionalized rules as a relatively unified whole, in relation to their own moral
stage."\(^{58}\) In other words, young people will not learn to decide and act effectively in a social context of democratic co-operation (higher state of moral development), if the institutions in which they are taught are structured primarily on the basis of the (lower stage) norms of reward and punishment. The school must embody a democratic or social contract perspective or efforts to teach that, says Kohlberg, are useless.

He calls upon teachers to challenge the students with some real-life situations—the moral issues faced by a school community, and to treat them as problems to be solved, not as situations in which rules are mechanically applied. The teacher should pose the problem and more than stimulating discussion, she should stimulate reasoning. There are a multitude of actual events that could be used as a springboard for moral discussion. As noted by Arbuthnot and Faust, "Working with events that have actually occurred elicits interest and helps students tie the abstract ideas and principles they are discovering to concrete world events."\(^{59}\) Classes in other subjects in the curriculum, social studies, government, history, health all contain material that sometimes involves moral issues, e.g. the equal rights amendment, welfare spending, Karen Quinlan and artifical maintenance of human life, the population crisis, etc.

Kohlberg goes a step beyond this with his concept of a "just" school. His alternative type school is based upon the

\(^{59}\)Arbuthnot and Faust, p. 204.
principle of democracy. Students are given the chance to control the decisions made in their regard. Ideally, decisions are to be made by consensus rather than by majority rule. This places responsibility on each member to struggle to see through his own desires to the higher needs of others and the community. The results of these decisions are not traditional rules, but agreements entered into by everyone. Kohlberg realizes that all schools need not and cannot be these self-contained little Republics but claims that any "such school would stand as a good challenge to an educational establishment which makes a pious bow to the bag of virtues while teaching that true goodness is tested on the College Boards."

Summary

The aim of this portion of the paper was to follow the development of Kohlberg's theory on moral development from its origins in Kohlberg's rejection of the traditional bag of virtues approach to its eventual application to a school curriculum. It was shown how a theory whose central theme is justice, which Kohlberg sees as the one and only moral virtue, was developed through research into a theory of cognitive stages. These cognitive moral stages were given a placement in the total development of personality, so we could see how the different factors of personality relate to each other.

Kohlberg sees cognitive development occurring as the result of interaction between the organism and his environment.

These interactions lead to basic transformations of cognitive structure occurring in the direction of greater equilibrium between child and environment.

The transition from stage to stage was shown to be characterized by certain traits, and we found that there were optimal periods for this transition or progression to take place.

The place and importance of the role of the non-cognitive elements such as affect was studied. They were given secondary status, being seen as beneficial only when viewed through cognitive definitions or representations.

This portion of the study also made a practical application of Kohlberg's theory to a curriculum heavily balanced in favor of advancing cognitive skills with the hope and belief that the non-cognitive (i.e. affective) can be best served in this way also.
CHAPTER II

The Non-Cognitive Response

Introduction

Just as Kohlberg found fault with what he held to be the traditional theory of moral development, the bag of virtues approach, the paper in this part will now approach his theory with the same critical mind to find its deficiencies, if there be any.

This study does not concern itself with all possible areas of criticism. It focuses on the placement and treatment of such "non-cognitive" concepts as the role of content in moral development, the importance of habit and habituation, the relation of thought and feeling or, in cognitivists' terms, the cognitive and the affective. The purpose of these criticisms is to show that Kohlberg's response to the non-cognitive features of moral development needs amending. The paper will give evidence which supports the need to reconceive items in Kohlberg's theory that have been poorly treated. It will argue that not only is Kohlberg's relative neglect of these features indefensible, but incompatible with his theory of stimulating moral development through cognitive stimulation.

This section will show, through the works of such people as John Wilson, William Frankena, John Dewey and Richard Peters, the necessity of reorganizing the value and importance given to
the features of moral content, habit and emotion. This recognition is integrally connected to the conception of these terms at variance with Kohlberg's conception of them.

Kohlberg, based on a superficial view of Aristotle, and what he takes to be prior theory, discards the content of morality as irrelevant, and nothing but a "bag of virtues". This overgeneralization led him to dismiss character-trait development and habit formation as fruitless practices. This restrictive outlook leaves several questions not sufficiently answered in his theory of cognitive development. How, for instance, does a child who has not yet reached Piaget's autonomous level of thinking (developed well after the age of seven or eight) conduct himself rationally and intelligently and with a certain degree of spontaneity, if he is not yet capable of this form of life? In a world where children cheat, steal and act aggressively, and, in a world where 90% of the people are not likely to emerge beyond Kohlberg's stage 3 or 4 (Kohlberg's own estimate), how can we not, practically speaking, as educators value content? As Peters points out in "Why Doesn't Lawrence Kohlberg do his Homework?", the policeman cannot always be present, so, should we not be concerned that our fellow citizens at least get a conventional morality instilled in them?

There are certain basic rules of content, in addition to Kohlberg's principles such as keeping your contracts, preserving property whether public or private, not stealing, the general observance of which is essential to the maintenance of social life under almost any conceivable conditions. These can be
straightforwardly justified by an appeal to Kohlberg's principles and surely are in a different class than such controversial rules as those relating to sexual practices or Trade Unions. We need a high degree of conformity to these basic rules, be it on principled grounds or conventional. Certainly this is no argument for the superiority or preference of the conventional type morality, only for its logical and practical necessity in any account of moral life. And theoretically speaking, Peters claims that this "good boy" stage is crucial; for it is at this stage the child learns from the inside, as it were, what it is to follow a rule. Unless he has learned this well (whatever it means!), the notion of following his own rules at the autonomous stage is unintelligible.¹ How can one have an abstract principle without concrete situations to base them on? Kohlberg agrees to the importance of will in morality but supplies no account of how its growth can be encouraged or how we are to learn moral rules in the face of counter-inclinations. Can we not use a type of habit training to develop this ego strength? And what about moral emotions such as "concern for others", guilt, etc., or what Peters refers to as the "rational passions"?

If moral development is to be successful, and if prosocial behavior is to be fostered, it is the premise of this paper that these questions need to be answered. Kohlberg himself

seems oblivious to the importance of these types of criticism levelled against him, and therefore he is not likely to endeavor to eliminate or correct them. Kohlberg's research is of an inestimable value to moral development and theory but it is just one among many competing conceptions. His theory deals with only one aspect of morality, an essential aspect no doubt, but using moral conflict is only one way of promoting moral development—and not necessarily the most significant. We need to look to the work of those who have proposed approaches which differ from Kohlberg's for additional valuable research and strategies.

Kohlberg's Objections to Content, Character Traits and Habit

A glaring omission in Kohlberg's theory, and not one of inadvertence, is the content of morality. Kohlberg repeatedly tells us that a "bag of virtues" is unimportant in a person's moral equipment. He has two main objections to the "bag of virtues" which this paper will now refute. First of all, he tells us there are no such things and he has no idea what virtue really is anyway. Speaking to this point, it must first be remarked that Kohlberg evidently does have a fair grasp of what virtue is and that he has quite a powerful "bag" of them even at his principled stages of five and six; justice, benevolence, respect and truth—to name a few. Secondly, Kohlberg has restricted character

---


traits to situation-specific habits and virtues thereby ignoring the rich diversity of legitimate meanings character can have. By enriching our conception of character and associated views of reason and action we open the door to a more comprehensive, complete view of moral development.

In his second objection, Kohlberg tells us that the bag of virtues approach doesn't work because he doesn't believe virtues can be taught, or, even if they could we wouldn't know who could teach them. But, Kohlberg says, if it appears that something called virtue is being taught it is immaterial anyway because being content-specific, it cannot aid the child in proceeding in his development to a principled-level of morality. C. Hamm answers the first part of Kohlberg's objection in the following way:

This flies in the face of common sense and common knowledge. Parents, teachers, relatives, and other adults as well as siblings, friends, and other peers 'teach' moral virtues by setting down rules, by reminding and reprimanding, by praising and blaming, by rewarding and punishing, by frowning and smiling—in short by precept and example.4

Kohlberg says these techniques do not work, meaning that these efforts to instill virtue do not result in the dispositions attributed to a virtuous person and that these efforts do not enhance the development of moral judgement in keeping with his stage theory. Kohlberg is fond of citing the research findings of the Hartshorne-May studies as evidence for his objections. But I

think Kohlberg was a bit too eager to find proof for his beliefs and through teleological thinking deduced that the teaching of moral virtues is ineffective and efforts to do so should be abandoned. From the evidence produced by the Hartshorne-May studies, (honesty is situation-specific), I do not feel Kohlberg is making reasonable conclusions. All we should deduce from these research findings is that the methods used for instilling virtue into the children tested were not completely successful. R. Burton says:

A full reading of Hartshorne and May's report (1928) reveals that it would be wrong to cite them as having demonstrated that there was no generality or individual consistency of moral conduct, that acts of resisting temptation were completely situationally determined with nothing attributeable to individual differences in the subjects.5

Soon after publication of the third and final volume of the Studies in the Nature of Character in 1930 investigators began expressing concern that the author's conclusion of specificity could be exaggerated or that the model of trait theory they had rejected was too extreme.6 Kohlberg tried to draw conclusions from the data with the broadest possible context extending the findings to persons beyond the immediate sample and also to other instances of behavior connoted not only by the label honesty, but virtue as well. The Hartshorne-May studies were not proven relevant beyond the particular operational definitions of their particular study. Perhaps the conclusion that should be drawn from such a study is that more consistent and perhaps rigorous attempts

---


6 Ibid.
should be made at instilling specific virtues into children. At the least, empirical evidence against the effectiveness of teaching virtues is decidedly inconclusive.

What about Kohlberg's claim that the bag of virtues approach, even if it could be effective, would be detrimental to the progression through the stages of his cognitive developmental theory? Rather than being detrimental, this paper will now, through a more elaborated discussion of these objections, attempt to show that this approach can be compatible with, and even necessary to, his structural theory of moral development.

Further Argument for the Importance of Content in the Moral Sphere

The content of a person's beliefs and life experiences is indispensable in constructing a profile of the total moral personality. W. P. Alston argues that "not all of what we need to know about a person to fully understand his moral character is culturally invariant....morality is content as well as form and we need to know both." The force of content or culture in governing moral life is obvious if one looks at James Gilligan's study of shame and guilt cultures. The shame-oriented Kwakiutl Indians displayed dire fear of ridicule and savage aggression. The guilt-oriented Hutterites were characterized by total self-

---


renunciation and pacifism. Although these are two extreme examples, it is obvious that their "content-defined moral value dispositions colored virtually every aspect of the human relationships and goal-oriented activity of these cultures, yet they pass completely through the structural sieve."\textsuperscript{10}

Content vitally affects the application of principles both in the lives of societies and individuals. In education, content is crucial, because unless there is a determinate content, principles would have no function; for they are what we appeal to when we criticize or justify some form of conduct. What counts as welfare, for instance, depends very much on current social practices and individual needs (a normative notion). R. S. Peters says that "there is no slide-rule for applying abstract principles to concrete situations. How they are applied, which is often highly controversial, depends upon judgement and what Kohler calls the 'content' of morality in a given society."\textsuperscript{11} It is logically absurd to suppose that generalizations can be made without particulars. To understand a principle means understanding the instances having common characteristics making them fall within the same class. And the more extensive the class, the more adequate the abstract principle. David Hume stresses the importance of experience in forming satisfactory abstract ideas. If we have the habit or custom of mind to see one member of a certain

\textsuperscript{10}T. Lickona, "Critical Issues in Moral Development and Behavior," p. 11.

class resembling another as circumstances require and therefore applying the same name, we are more apt to possess adequate abstract ideas depending upon how many objects our minds are in the habit of conceiving. For adequate abstract principles of morality we need extensive concrete content. As Peters puts it, "... by calling something like respect for a person a 'principle' we mean that it embodies a consideration to which appeal is made when criticizing, justifying, or explaining some determinate content of behavior or belief." Our content provides us with the necessary basis to reflect on rules in the light of principles and to accept or reject those which we deem justifiable or non-justifiable.

Content must be learnt prior to, or at the least, simultaneously with principles. There is no dispute over the fact that children can and do learn situation-specific rules of behavior before they grasp the principles which cover a wide range of cases. Because of his cognitive-developmental perspective, Kohlberg purports that adults should view the child as a 'moral philosopher' in his own right and assist him in his development through the six stages by providing cognitive stimulation. But even Kohlberg admits that this progression from stage to stage cannot be directly taught, and yet content can be. A child at the egocentric stages of one and two, abides by rules to avoid punishment and to obtain reward. There is no other way a rule is meaningful to a small child as a guide to conduct except as

linked with approval and disapproval, reward and punishment. How could one provide Kohlberg's 'cognitive stimulation' at this level except as a clarification and illustration of a body of rules? Obviously the children would have to be taught these rules. And since Kohlberg insists that children must pass through this stage, it would be futile to teach these rules without providing corresponding rewards and punishment, as at this stage the child cannot see their point deriving from principles.

At the next level, stages three and four, rule-conformity is of the utmost importance. Through appropriate cognitive stimulation children can begin to question the validity of such rules and come to accept them because they are morally justifiable. This presupposes a thorough understanding of the rules—it presupposes content.

As already noted, at Kohlberg's highest principles level of stages five and six, justice, human welfare, respect for persons and society all appear as part of one's 'bag'. Although Kohlberg claims he dispenses with moral content, in actuality, it seems a necessary ingredient for his developmental approach to proceed. This contradictory situation is reflected in the way that his position can fluctuate quite sharply. He has said in fact, in reference to the adequacy of formal criteria for distinguishing moral judgements, that "social content must in addition be considered."

to define morality "in terms of the formal characteristics of a moral judgement or a moral point of view, rather than in terms of content." 14 Two pages later he says "...we can define a moral judgement as 'moral' without considering whether it agrees with our own judgements or standards." 15 Kohlberg implies that at least for some aspects of morality (moral reasoning) all that is required in his scheme of things is that an individual at his stage six should judge on the basis of what he recognizes as a personal principle of conduct. Brian Crittenden feels such a criterion is open to the following objections;

It is simply not sufficient to know that someone acts typically on self-accepted principles of conscience. One must also inquire about the substance of the principles on which he acts. Perhaps they are not moral principles at all or are grossly bad ones. The principles' content must be related to issues and claims of human welfare, and it must be used as a guide for reaching a moral resolution of the competing claims of concrete individual human beings in concrete situations. 16

For many people, the moral beliefs they have do partly determine what they recognize as 'human welfare' and these beliefs are likely to influence the weight given to considerations of welfare and the making of moral judgements. In these situations content is crucial.

Kohlberg tells us that the way to produce cognitive stimulation is by providing the individual with experiences of conflict or disequilibrium and then exposing him to the type of reasoning common to the next higher stage of development. It is

14 Ibid., p. 42.
15 Ibid., p. 44
16 Brian Crittenden, pp. 16-17.
not really clear in what way a moral conflict or dilemma makes individuals dissatisfied with their present level of reasoning. Turiel, an associate of Kohlberg's at Harvard, gives us this detailed explanation of the process of transition:

The process of stage change entails deformation of one structure through its formation into another structure. Movement from one stage to the next is a process of rejection and construction: through an awareness of its contradictions and inadequacies, the logic of the existing stage is rejected and a new stage is created.17

This account is elaborated primarily in terms of the content of the individuals thought, not in the structural terms which are supposed to be the backbone of the theory. Kohlberg's own account is very similar:

Structural adaptation involves with each adaptive step a dual process of differentiating out of the situation new aspects not previously evident and a reintegration of all presently recognized aspects into a coherent whole which serves the same functions as the previous structure but supercedes it by virtue of its more satisfactory stage of equilibrium.18

The structural necessity of each step is never demonstrated. Both accounts fall back on a content analysis when a structural analysis is required.

The point of all the foregoing comments and arguments is first of all to show that content is a necessary and important part of moral functioning and that Kohlberg's moral theory does carry with it commitments on the content of moral beliefs and arguments. Teaching content is not only compatible with Kohlberg's


stage theory but also required by it. His process of 'cognitive
stimulation' will be enhanced by its inclusion.

Now we will turn to a more specific aspect of content,
namely, the role of habit, to see how it can complement Kohlberg's
theory.

Habit and Habituation

Integrally connected with the force of moral content;
is an important place for habits and habit training. Kohlberg
claims that character traits and the processes by which they
are established, are of only secondary consideration. He argues
that this type of learning is short-term, situation-specific and
reversible. Kohlberg's criticisms depend on the peculiarities
of a particular class of character traits (e.g. honesty) and
should not be used to brush aside all classes of virtues.

Because William Frankena feels that the terms character
and virtue carry with them overly narrow moral connotations, ex-
cluding dispositions of intellect, he prefers the use of the
term 'excellence' defined as:

an activity, action, experience or feeling; it is
what Aristotle calls a hexis, and Dewey a "habit".
A hexis is a disposition or dispositional property
of a mind or person, something that need not be
activated at a given time and yet may correctly be
said to be present. One may know how to play chess
when one is not playing it or even thinking about it.
All such things as abilities, habits, skills, traits
of character or personality are dispositions in this
wide sense.19

Aristotle, like Kohlberg, assigned a central place to

19 William Frankena, Three Historical Philosophies of
cognitive factors in moral education, but he also saw the necessity of assigning an important role to habits because he believed we acquire virtue by practice. He said we were given a capacity by nature to receive virtue and it is brought to maturity by habit.20 Therefore it is vital for us to see that children are trained in the set of habits most worthwhile for the development of the type of morality, we wish to instill. William James would concur with that viewpoint. He says, "Could the young but realize how soon they will become mere walking bundles of habits, they would give more heed to their conduct while in the plastic state."21 If it is true we cannot avoid forming dispositions, then it certainly makes a big difference what these dispositions are. We would obviously want to form the most desirable ones. So, Frankena says we must "first develop certain abilities, habits, and traits rather than others. These dispositions are not only necessary but desirable because they are the condition and underpinning of the good life. We must acquire them in order to put ourselves in the position of engaging in worthwhile activities if and when we choose to."22 He believes that they are the means which make it possible for us to have desirable experiences.

I have argued that the transmission of content is socially desirable. As explained by Dewey, society must be concerned to transmit:

habits of doing, thinking, and feeling from the

20Aristotle Nichomachean Ethics 2. 1.
22Frankena, p. 4.
older to younger. Without this communication of ideals, hopes, expectations, standards, opinions from those members of society who are passing out of the group life to those who are coming into it, social life could not survive.  

This leads us to what Peters refers to as the paradox of theoretical moral education, if on one hand, we concede to Kohlberg that a principled form of morality is more desirable than a conventional form. On the other hand we know that at a child's most formative years, "he is incapable of the principled form of life and impervious to the proper manner of passing it on."

As Aristotle correctly pointed out, children cannot, in the early stages of their lives behave like a just person and act 'morally'. They can't grasp the abstract principle of justice and they can't yet question the validity of rules. Through Piaget's work we know that during the early years of development, children cannot be taught rules in a rational way through such processes as "explanation and persuasion which depend upon the ability to grasp a rationale."  

The young child, in his conscience as in his logic, cannot be viewed as an adult in miniature. He must become habituated to following certain rules and firmly internalize them without yet understanding the validity of the reasons for them. Does this type of learning which precedes the learning of formal principles of morality prevent one from reaching that higher level? Or is it as Peters tells us that children "can

---


and must enter the Palace of Reason through the Courtyard of Habit and Tradition. "25 It is the premise of this paper that a rational morality can develop out of a basis provided by early habit formation.

"Entering the Palace of Reason Through the Courtyard of Habit and Tradition"

Many people have a problem accepting "habit" as a valid part of moral development because they regard it in a very narrow sense of the word. It brings to mind some single-track disposition learned through the process of drill, carried out more or less automatically or "out of habit", without any intellectual reflection. 26

First of all, a lot of the things we do are "out of habit" but this can serve an important purpose. This allows our mind to be free to attend to things more interesting and worthwhile. For example, take an activity which has some overall end, such as tennis. There are certain component actions, bending your knee, holding the racket, etc., which have to be more or less habitual for a person to be able to get on to the higher strategies of the game. And so it is in the moral sphere. How utterly exhausting it would be to have to reflect, deliberate and make decisions in every moral situation we encounter.

Secondly, habits do not have to be exercised out of force of habit or as a routine mechanization. Not all habits are


26 Ibid., p. 108.
acts of automation or drill. John Dewey defines a second class of habits which he calls intelligent, having a "special sensitivity or accessibility to certain classes of stimuli, standing predilections and aversions, rather than bare recurrence of specific acts."27 Dewey believes that these habits are crucial, constituting the core of the self. They act like tools, providing the means and skills so we can carry out our activities. They have a special propulsive power or driving force which manifests itself in predispositions to act in certain ways. Dewey goes on to say about these habits, "in any intelligible sense of the word will, they are will. They form our effective desires and they furnish us with our working capacities."28

Process of Habituation

By using a broader concept of the term habit and by concerning ourselves with the manner in which habits are formed, Peters says we can avoid any paradox of moral education. The term habituation can include a "wide class of learning processes in which people learn by familiarizing themselves with, or getting used to, things, and by repetition."29 Not all processes of habituation are mindless drills.

Dewey says it is through the working harmony of reason and desire that habit can be of value in reasonable conduct. For


28Ibid., p. 25.

habit to be reasonable and of optimal value there needs to be continual reconstruction and adjustment to meet new arising circumstances. Our social environments is a complex structure. Habits will be formed at different and even conflicting levels which exist in it. When there is a conflict of habit, the ensuing release of impulses can be used to reorganize habit by supplying new directions for changes in quality to take place. It is the impulses and passions which give us the alternatives we need to consider and our emotions establish information about the qualities of alternatives. The more passions and impulses we have, the better the balance and the more effective the relationship between reason and desire. There are ways of forming habits in which reason and intelligence play a major part. Initially, habituation can help by "laying down a pattern of response that may be used in the service of more appropriate motives at a later stage." 30 Encouragement of intelligent rule following is not all that can be done in the early stages.

According to Peters, a child can become sensitive to considerations which will later serve him as principles. For example, concern for others is much easier for children to grasp, and its development comes earlier. So if we can encourage such concern by exposing children to situations where an "other" might be suffering, their sensitivity may be sharpened. They can be encouraged to form the habit of paying attention to the plight of others. This habit is not a virtue in the full sense, but it

30Ibid., p. 260.
can come to function later as part of one and might predispose
children to be influenced by compassion on specific occasions. 31
Habits can be formed intelligently in situations where there is
some overall end or widely conceived objective. A stereotyped
and routine pattern of movements is not allowed to develop because
the situation involves changes. Habits formed here have to be
adaptable. These adaptable habits, according to Peters, should
include some of

the higher order scruples connected with reason,
such as having regard to whether what is done is
correct, taking care, checking and thinking of
objections. These scruples are learned mainly by
taking part in situations where actions and perfor-
mancess are criticized. Gradually, through a pro-
cess of role playing, the learner becomes a constant
critic of his own performance. 32

Intelligent habits are more readily formed when we deal
with a certain class of virtues. Peters feels that habituation
can have a special importance for a class of virtues closely con-
ected with self-control. It has even been argued that all vir-
tues are forms of self control. 33 Not having as restrictive an
outlook as Kohlberg, Peters elaborates three additional classes
of virtues, ignored by Kohlberg, which he feels are relevant to
a reasoned morality. 34 Besides the class of situation-specific
virtues recognized by Kohlberg, he says there is a class of vir-
tues which include motives for action, or emotions, such as com-

31 Ibid., p. 259.
32 Ibid., p. 256.
passion and pity. Essential to the exercise of these virtues is the arousal of feelings. Exercising these virtues our mind is actively working to bring about a certain state of affairs. His third class of more artificial virtues, which includes justice, and tolerance, involves more general considerations to do with rights and institutions. These have been labelled artificial because they involve much in the way of thought. There are a lot of considerations which need to be weighed and assessed.

Peters' final class of virtues are content-free and of a higher order. They include such traits as courage, integrity, perseverance and determination. These traits have to be exercised in the face of counter-inclinations. They prescribe no particular rules or purposes, as does honesty. This group of traits, Peters sees as being intimately connected with the will. If a person can understand what justice is, agree to it, and come to have it function as a principle for him, he will still need to call upon this class of virtues for the courage, determination, etc., to carry out what he believes is just. This class of traits is also connected with forms of rationality and would include what Dewey labelled intelligent habits.

It is in this last class that Peters feels habituation can play a crucial role in development. He says the more we become familiar, in such situations that are fearful or tempt us, both with the external features and the internal commotions, the more likely we are to be led by a variety of considerations to control our immediate responses. This familiarity can carry

\[\text{\textsuperscript{35}\textit{ibid.}, p. 259.}\]
over to situations in later life when the appropriate reasons can be better understood.

Children can prepare themselves, by going through the motions of self-control for the stage when they will have a more inward understanding of the reasons for the pattern of behavior they are exhibiting. Habituation is important both in familiarizing children with the features of such situations and in developing the relevant action patterns that will enable them to deal practically with the emotions that may be aroused instead of being overcome by them.36

Kohlberg offers no account of how virtues involving self control are supposed to develop. Peters puts this question to him, "Does Kohlberg think that an individual can in fact adhere to his favored principle of justice when the screws are put on him, without some such training?"37

Frankena's Twofold Approach to Virtuous Action

When considering this phenomenon of will and how it helps us adhere to a principle such as justice, it would be advantageous to look at what Frankena calls his twofold approach to the problem of producing virtue in the next generation.38 The first job is that of content—handing on a "knowledge of good and evil" or "knowing how" to act. It deals with the formation of right ideas.

The second job is to ensure that children's conduct will conform to this "knowledge". This job deals with the formation of and the developing of dispositions which will lead one not only

36Ibid., p. 250.
37Ibid., p. 261.
to ask what is right, but to act accordingly; to keep the youth from saying, "I can, but I won't."

There are different kinds of dispositions, the first of which Frankena labels moral virtues. These are habits of using "intellectual virtue", to determine what is right and choosing it on purpose because it is right. Another kind of disposition leads us to go beyond the call of duty in the sense that not only will we do good deeds because they are right but also because we want to. This second job also involves producing virtue in an individual so he will act in accordance with certain principles of right and wrong in spite of contrary temptations, conflicts of duty, or novel situations.\(^{39}\) If, as Dewey claims, habits are will, this second job will be quite dependent on the processes of habituation. Frankena believes the cultivation of these desirable dispositions and the weakening of contrary ones (e.g. fear and hatred) has a proper place in moral education.\(^{40}\) Kohlberg pays all too little attention to the intimate connection between right and wrong and caring.

Frankena's two "jobs" although analytically distinct from each other are not independent. They are two parts of a single process of moral education, which helps us to understand that there is no necessary opposition of habit and autonomy, as Kohlberg's limited concept of character traits led him to believe. To be successful in moral education, to get a person not only to

\(^{39}\) *ibid.* , p. 241.

\(^{40}\) *ibid.* , p. 239.
be honest, but to be honest out of conviction, both Frankena's criteria need to be met. Is the cognitive sufficient to meet both criteria, or does this create a need and place for feeling and emotion?

A Need for the Non-cognitive: Emotion and Feeling

Emotion is often viewed only in terms of its effect on situational moral behavior rather than in terms of its role in long-term development. When it is viewed as such, it is generally seen as an irrational force that causes people to be less than their best moral selves.\textsuperscript{41} Piaget, for one, would agree that strong emotion can be disruptive, interfering with operational thinking by causing the person to fix on one aspect of the situation; at the expense of other relevant considerations.

There is no general agreement as to whether the function of emotion is to organize or disorganize behavior. R. S. Woodworth views emotion as something we need to outgrow and to learn to live without as we develop better resources for dealing with life's situations.\textsuperscript{42} P. T. Young would agree with Woodworth's implication that emotion is essentially disruptive and something the well-adjusted adult can manage to live without.\textsuperscript{43}

The emphasis on the negative effects of emotion has more recently been balanced by research showing that the "warm glow of success" or "the reparative flush of failure" can lead to


an increase in such prosocial behaviors as helping or sharing.44 R. W. Leeper concedes that extreme emotion can be disruptive but that, in general, emotions organize behavior by arousing, sustaining and directing behavior.45 M. Arnold criticizes the proponents of the disorganization theory for neglecting positive emotions such as love, affection and delight.46

Richard Peters has argued that strong emotion in the form of the "passionate side of the life of reason" can be a force for stability and high moral conduct rather than an agent of moral downfall. He argues:

Rational people are able to do this [stand firm, say no to temptation, be impervious to social pressure] only if they are passionately devoted to fairness, freedom, and the pursuit of truth and if they have a genuine respect for others and are intensely concerned if they suffer.47

R. S. Lazarus says that we are accustomed, by a long standing tradition dating back at least as far to Plato, to blame emotion as the cause of irrationality.48 He claims this is con-


fusing cause and effect, the real culprit being the perceptual appraisal, the antecedent dispositions and cognitions which determine the emotional reaction. The reaction is irrational, only because it is based on such cognitive things as incorrect facts or an incorrect assessment of the facts.

The idea that intellectual analysis is, or can be, detrimental to morality is an old one, prevalent in Eastern religion. It has influenced Western thought through the work of Castañeda, Watts, and modern psychotherapists who feel that the stereotyped, cold, heartless intellectual exists too often in reality. They believe that rational analysis overrides, in too many instances, basic impulses to human decency, for example, the debate in the U.S. Defense Department over the number of millions of permissible deaths in a nuclear war. They also point out that people continually substitute words for action. During an intellectual analysis, there seems to be something that can be said for every position. Often the result of such an analysis is not any positive action but moral apathy. Science, the queen of intellectual analysis, is not very helpful in deciding what we ought to do in the moral domain. We should not expect an analysis of values and moral problems, in the absence of moral imperatives having sufficient emotional charge, to bring about desired moral behavior.

Norman Walzer believes that "when we are dealing with morality, we are....dealing with behavior which is largely emotional. We abandon our early egocentric selves and become rule followers through processes of indentification and social reinforcement, both having strong affective components. Development
of genuine caring, concern for social justice and self risk (if not sacrifice) requires powerful emotional experiences. 49 Wallen would be a proponent of Frankena's twofold approach as he also strongly believes in the importance of developing dispositions which lead us to act in accordance with what we know is right.

Wilson's place for the role of feeling

To give support to the idea of emotion being necessary for successful moral education, this paper will now take a look at the work of John Wilson. His doctrine makes a substantial place for the function of feeling in moral development. He feels that "morality is about what we ought to desire for its own sake, and not essentially about what we ought to do in order to achieve what we desire.... The former is concerned with the appreciation of situations, with our feelings and our emotional reactions to them." 50

Wilson believes that the dispassionate examination of one's own feelings and attitudes constitutes the very essence of moral education. "Choosing what to do in morality can, in a loose sense, be said to include an examination of our feelings and desires: but the essential part of the process is not choice, but this examination itself. Hence, the essence of moral education


is not the inculcation of right choices, but improvement and
clarification of feeling: or, more precisely, it aims at the
former via the latter.\textsuperscript{51}

Therefore, according to Wilson the purpose of a moral
dilemma is not to examine facts or logic. We should be imagining
the consequences, and trying to perceive not only our feelings
but those of other people as well. Wilson sees the peculiar func-
tion of morality as "bringing us into a right relationship with
other people.... We should be able, so to speak, to get outside
the rules, to inspect their point and purpose, and make decisions
about them which must of necessity be based on something other
than the rules themselves; that is, on the wants, wills, feelings,
or interests of other people."\textsuperscript{52} To be successful at this, Wilson
says you need the following moral components.

1) Phil: ability to identify with other people so that
other people's feelings, wants and interests actually
count as of equal validity to one's own.

2) Emp: insight into one's own and other people's feelings.
Autemp is self awareness and Altemp is awareness of
others.

3) Gig: mastery of factual knowledge. To make a correct
normal decision you need gig, emp, and phil.

4) Dik: rational formulation of emp and gig, on the basis
of phil, into a set of rules or moral principles to
which the individual commits himself.

5) Phron: rational formulation of rules and principles
relating to one's own life and interests.

6) Krat: ability to translate dik or phron principles
into action.\textsuperscript{53}

To speak a little further on Wilson's second component, emp, it
actually has five subcomponents.

\textsuperscript{51}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{52}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{53}Ibid., p. 51.
1) Having the concepts of emotions, moods, etc. You need to have the concept of an emotion before you can identify the emotion. Wilson's concept of an emotion has the following elements:
   a) A belief
   b) Involuntary or partially involuntary symptoms (i.e. trembling, going pale), which include certain postures, gestures, facial expressions, etc.
   c) Intentional action (i.e. running away)
2) Being able to identify conscious emotions in oneself
3) Being able to identify unconscious emotions in oneself
4) Being able to identify conscious emotions in others
5) Being able to identify unconscious emotions in others

Awareness of other people's feelings is (both conceptually and in practice) bound up with awareness of one's own feelings. Wilson believes that moral actions and beliefs have to be defended by reference to the interests of other people: so that the 'morally educated' person must, of course, be aware of those interests. Therefore we cannot suppress or fail to be aware of our own feelings. This will distort our perception of other people.

Wilson stresses the development of perception, awareness of feelings, imagination, and human understanding because he believes "it is these features (amongst others) which differentiate rationality in morals from rationality in other human activities, such as mathematics or science." What makes a reason a good moral reason to Wilson is that "it points to some facts in the external world which make it reasonable to commit oneself to a universalizable rule. These facts must relate to the interests
of other people." In other words, according to Wilson, we enter
the moral sphere when we make an effort to decide, by reference
to other people's feelings and to the facts, what rule or moral
principle we ought to commit ourselves to in this particular si-
tuation.

Wilson argues that the moral arena is wider than the
area of actions which are assigned particular types of praise
and blame. It also includes our general attitudes, feelings,
ways of looking at the world and at other people, etc. Far from
disregarding feelings and emotions as disruptive forces, he claims
we must do them justice by understanding them with a view to our
being able to use and control them for our own benefit.

Consideration for Others

Returning to the principle of justice which Kohlberg
accords such pre-eminence, it demands impartial consideration of
other people's claims and interests. Use of this principle im-
plies something else is of value, or else how do we determine re-
levance. Peters believes that what is usually at stake is other
people's welfare or interests and claims "it is no accident that
occasionally Kohlberg slips in some reference to human welfare
when he talks of his higher stages. So we have at least one more
fundamental principle in the system—the consideration of people's
interests." 57

56 Ibid., p. 98.

57 R. Peters, "The Place of Kohlberg's Theory in Moral
Education," p. 150.
Although not fully accounted for in the Piaget-Kohlberg school of thought, McPhail's *Lifeline* program makes caring for others the pivotal point of its material. McPhail sees emotion and habit as the greatest motivational forces. Although McPhail is criticized for catering to the needs of adolescents at Kohlberg's lower, rather than more principled, stages, he should, at the least, be applauded for emphasizing consideration for the needs, feelings, and interests of others in morality.

Martin Hoffman concerns himself with the developmental aspect of the "consideration for others" principle with which neither McPhail or Kohlberg deal. He has come up with a developmental theory of altruism which is consistent with Piagetian principles. It is based on the assumption that man is innately capable of both egoistic and altruistic motivation. His aim is to propose a theory of how the latter may be developed in an individual. He believes that humans may even have a built-in predisposition for the capacity to experience the inner states of others who are not in the same situation, and therefore a predisposition for altruistic behavior. He would define altruism in this way: any purposive action on behalf of someone else which involves a net cost to the actor. To show that altruistic behavior may be based on other than selfish motives, Hoffman studied two types of altruistic behavior: (1) rescue or helping another in distress; (2) helping others without personally experiencing a net cost to the actor.

---


and (2) sharing or making an anonymous donation to someone in need. Both he and Wilson have definite ideas about how to promote such prosocial behavior as altruism.

**Development of altruistic behavior**

Both Wilson and Hoffman would agree that the first step would be to acquire sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others. They need to be aware of the cues which serve as indicators of another person's experience of distress. Hoffman says that the best way to do this is to allow the child to experience normal distress experiences himself and not to overprotect. This can provide him with a broad base for both empathic and sympathetic distress in the early years.

The next step would be to provide the child with opportunities for giving help and responsible care to others and also to give role taking opportunities. If a child incorrectly interprets available cues, corrective feedback should be supplied. This second step should not only foster sympathetic distress and awareness of another's point of view, but should aid in the integration of the two. It is very beneficial to encourage the child to imagine himself in someone else's place and to point out the similarities as well as the differences.

The last step is actually an ongoing process; exposure for a long time to loved models who behave altruistically.

Altruistic behavior is first accomplished by means of
imitation. A child attaches positive affect to the behavior of an adult who indicates pleasure at some event. The child learns what to do to produce the signs of adult pleasure and willingly repeats it to obtain the same result. In the sense that this action benefits another, rather than oneself, it can be considered altruistic. This is not to deny that there isn’t any ensuing affective benefit for the child. On the contrary, it is the positive affect induced by the consequences of one’s actions for another person, real or imagined, which reinforces and sustains the altruistic behavior. These acts depend on the anticipation of affective outcomes such as feelings of pleasure, satisfaction, pride, etc. The emotions act as incentives. The anticipations are evoked by cues which have the capacity to do so due to prior association of experiencing the full affective state.

The affective component motivates behavior in the sense that the individual is stimulated to seek reward or to avoid aversive consequences. The arousal of positive or negative affect with regard to particular types of behavior is related to a learning process where evaluation of behavior is explicit (morals training) and where affective response is deliberately heightened, especially by the use of love-oriented techniques of punishment and by induction training where emphasis is placed on understanding and empathizing with the feelings that the effects of actions cause in others.\textsuperscript{62} This learning process involves sustained interaction with others and the transmission of an affective stance

\textsuperscript{62}J. Aronfreed, \textit{Conduct and Conscience}. 
with regard to particular forms and types of behavior. Justin Aronfreed theorizes that the imitator forms a kind of 'cognitive template' of the model's behavior.\(^{63}\) Positive reinforcement is provided by the imitator's degree of match between his behavior and his cognitive template. It is very important at this stage that a parent provide a positive considerate model. If a child is exposed for a long time to loved models (parents) who behave altruistically, and communicate their own thoughts and feelings as well as the presumed inner states of the persons they are helping, altruistic motives will be enhanced. This will also help the child acquire forms of overt behavior which are instrumental for altruistic behavior. Children need to be taught how to be good as well as how not to be bad.

In an analysis of how altruistic behavior is acquired, Aronfreed and Paskal did experiments involving 6 to 8 year old girls.\(^{64}\) They were showed how to work an apparatus with two levers. One gave sweets, and the other produced a red light. In group A, when the red light was produced, a woman smiled and in a pleasant and excited way said, "There's the light!" These were expressive cues. Then she gave a hug with a big smile. This was called affection. In Group B, only expressive cues were given, and in group C, only affection.


\(^{64}\) Ibid.
During the trials, the red light could only be seen on the experimenter’s side, not the child’s. So the situation was; produce sweets for yourself or produce signs of pleasure in the experimenter.

Results showed that group A chose the light level significantly more frequently. This experiment helps to show that children can learn to be altruistic by having pleasurable affect conditioned to both verbally expressed cues which appeal to a sense of reason, and overt affection. The fact that the other experimental groups, B and C, were less apt to produce altruistic behavior can lead us to conclude that reasoning (at whatever level) works better when in combination with other methods (in this case physical affection) to develop desired moral conduct.

Another study by Aronfreed and Paskal dealt with how sympathetic behavior is acquired.64 This study was designed to show how negative affect in children could be conditioned to distress signs in someone else, and also to see how far children could learn to perform sympathetic (or altruistic) actions as a consequence of observing the action of a model who relieved their own distress. There were five separate experimental arrangements. The first situation dealt with classifying objects into one of three categories, house, dog, or school. The middle category, dog, was never to be the correct response. During half the trials, between items the child heard a loud, unpleasant noise through his earphones. A few seconds before this, the adult, also wearing

64 Ibid.
headphones, showed signs of distress by clasp ing her hands to
her head. In the second phase of this first sequence, the adult
wore no headphones and showed no signs of distress. But she told
the child she might be able to shut off the unpleasant noise the
child might still hear in the headphones. When the child did
hear the noise, the adult, on her own choice box pushed the mid-
dle switch, dog, saying as she did so that it was to stop the
noise. In the third phase, another child was brought in who was
trained to show signs of distress at certain times. This child
would clap her hands to her head as the adult had done and would
stop if the first child pushed the middle switch. If not, the
stooge kept her hands to her head for 5 more seconds. The second
sequence was the same except the experimenter's signs of distress
did not coincide with the child's hearing of the noise. In the
third sequence, the noise was only of low intensity. In the
fourth sequence, all was the same as the first except the experi-
menter showed no signs of distress and in the fifth, didn't even
wear headphones. The purpose of the different arrangements was
to see how far external observable signs of distress were neces-
sary for sympathetic behavior to happen. Children in the first
sequence showed a significantly greater degree of sympathetic
behavior "indicating clearly the importance of the conditioning
of feelings of distress to the signs of distress in others as a
precondition for imitation of the experiment's sympathetic be-
havior... Basically then, it is changes of affectivity of feeling
which motivate sympathetic behavior."65

We use this study to help us argue for a more substantial place for the function of affect in a theory of moral development. It was shown here how important affective conditions are in influencing behavior. Cognitive representations were enhanced and clarified by the addition of these affective cues. Cognitions worked best in conjunction with affective elements.

Internalizing attitudes and behavior

The ultimate in moral development is to attain Piaget’s highest level of autonomy where control of our behavior is internalized. It is another step closer towards completion of Frankena’s two jobs. We would be doing good deeds, even in the face of temptation. Aronfreed and Reber define conduct as internally controlled if it can be reliably elicited in the absence of socializing agents, after having been acquired under the control of either direct response outcomes which were mediated by the agents or the display of similar conduct by the agents.66 To put it simply, we are talking about the development of a working conscience, both with cognitive and affective components, so that in the absence of any external surveillance, a child will exhibit controlled conduct.

Developing internalizations will lead us to feelings

---


of guilt when we violate an internal standard. Freud called this conscience our superego, and considered it necessary in order to prevent one from doing wrong. The development of a superego eliminates the need for constant surveillance and threats of punishment. That is why children of harsh, punitive, demanding parents often do not form strong, moral standards of their own for evaluating the propriety of a given action. They make those judgements which will gain approval. Love-oriented control methods facilitate the internalization of moral standards.

There is a two step process in the negative suppression of undesirable behavior. First, anxiety, becomes attached to behavioral or cognitive items which are associated with the beginning of the transgression. Then positive value becomes attached to items associated with the reduction of anxiety. Timing of the aversive stimulation creating the anxiety, was found by Aronfreed to be crucial. It is most effective when it occurs at the beginning of the undesirable behavior.67

**Negative Motivations: Shame and Guilt**

The energy to motivate has been considered part of the affective domain since the time of Plato.68 We have just spoken to the question of what is needed in order to internalize control over our behavior. The first step involved anxiety becoming attached to the transgression. If the transgression is consciously

---

67J. Aronfreed, "The Concept of Internalization."

committed, the resulting reaction could be either shame or guilt.

Shame is associated more with an externally oriented attitude, moral sanctions are perceived as coming from outside the self as in Piaget's heteronomous level of development. James Gilligan develops the concepts of shame ethics and guilt ethics. He explains a shame ethic as a value system where the most negatively valued experience is shame (or humiliation) and the most positively valued experience would be the opposite, pride. Shame implies that we are very sensitive to our own loss of self-esteem. Gilligan claims that shame ethics place a positive value on love of one's self, pride, egoism, and narcissism at the expense of altruism, sympathy and compassion.

Gilligan sees moral development as the transition from shame ethics to guilt ethics and claims that Kohlberg's data is in agreement with his conclusions. First of all, guilt is associated with an internally oriented attitude. Moral sanctions are perceived as being self determined as in Piaget's autonomous level. A guilt ethic is a value system in which the worst evil is pride and the highest good is humility. Guilt ethics have the opposite moral valuations of shame ethics. They value altruism, sympathy and compassion and devalue love of one's self.

Piaget, Kohlberg and Gilligan all found similar and supporting evidence of two moralities. Piaget developed his heteronomous (shame ethics) level and his autonomous (guilt ethics) level. Kohlberg's studies of the development of moral reasoning

also indicate the existence of two types of moral motives as evoked by his subjects in justifying their judgements about moral dilemmas. The first type of motive includes those for avoiding sanctions perceived as coming from others (what Gilligan calls shame) and the second, more advanced type of motive includes those to avoid sanctions perceived as coming from the self (what Gilligan refers to as guilt). Thus, Gilligan feels that Kohlberg's data is in agreement with his own conclusions that (1) the motive for morality is to avoid either shame or guilt and (2) the developmental trend is from an earlier shame-motivated morality to a later, guilt-motivated one.

Stage one has a true shame ethic motive which is to be on the side with the most power through conformity to powerfigures. And Gilligan also argues for stage six having a true guilt ethics motive; to avoid self-condemnation from one's own conscience. The intervening stages he sees as representing "variations of a shame ethic, as they are motivated by concern with sanctions coming from others, combined with increasing sensitivity to guilt as one goes up the developmental ladder." 70

Gilligan is not the only one who argues that concepts of shame and guilt are necessary for, and compatible with, Kohlberg's theory of developmental stages. William Alston proposes that a necessary condition of a person's taking a principle or rule to be moral is that it either be part of, or be associated with, a certain set of rules which he has internalized in early childhood in the special kind of way and with the special

70Ibid., p. 153.
kind of emotional intensity that Freud describes as the establishing of the super-ego....In order for one to be motivated to act in accordance with a moral principle, rule, or judgement, it must be the case that one anticipates (not necessarily consciously of course) that feelings of guilt would ensue on one's failing to act in accordance with it.\textsuperscript{71}

He claims that we can still accept all of Kohlberg's contentions about how structural differences in moral reasoning and judgement make a difference to behavior, but it might still be the case that when one doesn't act in accordance with one's moral judgement, it is because that judgement lacks the extra push which stems from an association between transgression of it and guilt feelings.

Peters also cannot understand why Kohlberg makes no mention of shame as a motive for engaging in moral action when it could easily have fit in especially as stage three or four. Transgressors of what Kohlberg refers to as the 'good boy' stage of morality would feel shame if he is conscious of the fact that he has let his side down or not lived up to what is expected of him by his peers. Shame and self-respect are closely connected. Moral shame is prompted when one falls short of virtues that his plan of life encourages. In guilt we tend to focus on the infringement of claims of others and on injuries done to them, whereas in shame we are more sensitive to our own loss of self-esteem and our disappointment in being unable to live up to our own ideas. Peters says, "Whether we feel guilt or shame when we fail to live up to Kohlberg's principle of justice depends on how self-referentially we view it. We may even feel remorse which seems to be a mixture of guilt at

\textsuperscript{71} W. P. Alston, "Comments on Kohlberg's From Is to Ought," pp. 278-279.
wrong-doing and shame that we could be the sort of person to do such a wrong." 72

Nature of Reason

We have just spoken of two specific powerful affective states which motivate moral action, shame and guilt. To what degree do they, or any "passion", depend upon reason in allowing them to play such an important role in moral life and, vice-versa?

David Hume considers reason to be inert. It alone cannot motivate people to act. There is a group of passions without which the operation of reason would be unintelligible (e.g. the hatred of irrelevance, special pleading and arbitrary decree, or the love of clarity and order). Reason itself provides no considerations that move people to act. Passions are psychological entities which move people to act. These beliefs led him to state that reason is the slave of passions and can only operate in their service.

According to Hume, all chains of reasons always regress to some passion. When you get to the end of the line, when reasoning must stop, there will be some underlying passion. He gives as an example the reasons why someone might exercise. 73 You might say you exercise to keep healthy, and that you want to keep healthy because sickness is painful. Is there yet another reason why someone should hate pain?


Hume claims that passions themselves are neither reasonable or unreasonable because he regards them as original existences. There are not a copy or representation of another existence and therefore cannot be themselves a contradiction of ideas, truth or reason. But since passions are accompanied by judgements they can be called unreasonable in one of two senses. First, if they wrongly suppose the existence of some object, or if the means we choose to some desired end are inadequate. But, he argues, it is actually the judgement, not the passion, which is unreasonable.

Hume sees reason as having influence over our conduct in only two ways. "Either when it excites a passion by informing us of the existence of something which is a proper object of it; or when it discovers the connexion of causes and effects, so as to afford us the means of exerting any passion." Hume is saying then, that reason has a two-fold job. It's business is in prompting the passions and in analyzing the connections of causes and effects. Beyond this, it leaves off and the passions rule.

Hume acknowledges a special class of "calm passions" which he says are often mistaken for reason. When we are determined to some action by a calm passion (the love of life, or aversion of evil), it is often accredited to reason. But in actuality, the active force of these reasons is due to the tranquil, calm passions.

It is obvious to see that Hume allots these calm passions the place of honor in the direction of conduct. He is very sceptical about the powers of reason and says we must encourage the strengthening of the calm passions which will allow reason to do its work.

**Interdependence**

Although Peters applauds Hume for putting forward a view of virtue which did justice to its complexity, Peters feels that Hume put philosophers on the wrong track by contrasting reason and passions. Peters feels that this leads us to think of them as two separate entities and he challenges the idea of an independently operating rationality, i.e. independent of passions. Peters claims that Hume took too limited a view, both of reason and of the passions. Reason, to Hume, was "merely the ability to make inductive and deductive inferences." And Hume used passion in rather a "technical, philosophical sense to speak of a state of mind such as fear or benevolence that moves people to act." Although Hume acknowledged "that reason and sentiment concur in almost all moral determinations and conclusions," he did not appreciate how intimately connected the two were, and certainly not in opposition.

As argument for this interdependence, Peters takes the example of a violent person who is not only resisting the claims

---

75 Peters, *Reason and Compassion*, p. 74.
on him, the claim that he reflect and calculate, but he is also resisting the influence of the sort of passions that underlie a different level of life. Peters gives us many examples of passions that act as a basis along with the demands of reason. The love of system, classification and order supports plans and rules in making inferences and generalizations. The hatred of contradictions and inconsistencies opposes lapses in generalizations and rules. Distinctive passions make it possible for us to be objective in the different spheres of reasoning; impartial consideration of claims, fairness, determination to get to the bottom of things, humility to be able to accept the fact that you might be wrong, and respect for another whose viewpoint, although different, is worth considering.

Wilson also emphasizes that reason is not opposed to feelings and emotions. They must work together. To Wilson, the criterion for a morally educated person is one who manifests consistently a unity of reflection, feeling, belief, and acting. Many aspects of personality have a direct bearing on moral behavior; development of such social and interpersonal skills as empathy, communication, and role playing; development of such personal skills as control of behavior, and so on. He makes a list of the aspects he believes are involved in following some overriding principle:

1) what concepts we have (of honor, honesty, etc.)
2) what concepts we think we ought to use in our behavior (rules or principles)
3) what feelings or emotions we have that support our belief that we should use these concepts and principles
4) what knowledge or awareness we have of the surrounding circumstances
a) ability to identify not only our own but others' emotions
b) knowledge of relevant "hard facts"
5) what social skills we have for dealing with people
6) whether we use the above in situations we are confronted within real life;
   a) are we alert to the situation?
   b) do we use full or partial use of our knowledge?
   c) do we actually use the principle we claim as right supported by our feelings so as to make a sincere decision to act in a certain way, or do we use other principles.77

As can be seen from Wilson's list, interaction between the various spheres of development, the intellectual, the emotional, the social, and sometimes even the physical is involved. The various aspects are all tied up with each other. Intellectual development may be retarded by some emotional disturbance, which in turn may be adversely affected by deficiencies in physical development. Need deprivation leads to preoccupation with the self and its own needs, hopes and fears. A state of well being, though, facilitates moral development because the person is more open to the needs of others. Need fulfillment and strong conscience go hand in hand. There's a positive relationship between emotional security and altruistic behavior.

Most forms of poor personal or emotional development do lead to some impairment of capacities relevant to moral behavior. Affective (emotional) features have the power to either block or facilitate the development of mature moral stages. Take the case of the psychopath. His individual orientation towards other people, his incapacity to form an accurate and undistorted picture of events

of the world around him, and his incapacity to control his impulses, gravely hinders his moral development. There is a minimal level of emotional development below which a person cannot fall without serious impairment of his ability to make responsible moral decisions and carry them out. There is also a minimal level for intellectual development.

A paranoid is another example of someone without a proper functioning of one or more of the aspects on Wilson's list. He is constantly misreading cues. His perception of a situation is structured in terms of limited purpose. He is also lacking in will and in the virtues (determination, integrity) connected with it. These shortcomings keep his level of reactions from being replaced by another level with its own cognitive and affective components.

Transformation of Affective Concepts Through Development

For any complete understanding and use of principles, concepts, or judgements, the individual must possess the affective structure consistent with the cognitive structure. And just as our cognitions go through restructuring and reorganization, so must our affective components.

Piaget explains that a child at the sensorimotor stage relates to human beings in a way that moves between respect and love. He does not know the purely intellectual meaning of these terms. They are felt and are a part of the way he relates to his social world during this stage. A child who is labelled at Kohlberg's stage 2 would not picture Kohlberg's Heinz dilemma about
stealing a drug to save his wife as a purely moral dilemma. He views it from a selfish or prudential basis. "If he loves her, he should steal. If not, why bother?" Since the "loved ones" group for such a child will be small, the individual, at this stage, relates the moral only to that limited group.

Respect and love are not eliminated with the further development of the child. Instead transformation of the concepts "respect" and "love" is directly implied by the development of the child to a higher stage. This transformation should not merely be transformation of the cognitive but also of the affective. As we mature the range of emotions which we can potentially experience widens, while the emotions themselves become more finely differentiated. This gradual differentiation of emotion is a process which commences in early infancy.\textsuperscript{78} A new baby feeling only generalized excitement or quiescence is, by the age of two, clearly feeling distress, anger, fear, disgust, jealousy, affection and elation.\textsuperscript{79} As we grow older motivations and interests become increasingly complex, the result being that the cues capable of eliciting emotion in us as adults are subtler and more numerous.

Emotions can vary in intensity with changes in one's knowledge or beliefs. A change in knowledge can, by itself, result in the restraint or the removal of an emotion. For example, if you're angry at someone for having done something and then you find out his actions were justified, then you (normally) are no

\textsuperscript{78}Geoffrey Yarlott, p. 54.

Longer mad.

A good example showing transformation and development to a high level can be found in the Crito. Socrates rejects his friend Crito's offer of assistance to escape death. By rejecting Crito's assistance, Socrates seems to reject love of wife, children, and friends as the guiding force in determining his decision. But this should not imply that love is non-existent in his decision to abide by the laws and die. Rather Socrates is interesting in insisting that for him, there is a higher love—love of a certain type of life, love of truth and knowledge, love of human beings qua human beings. He is also claiming that his love for his wife, children and friends, puts particular requirements on him as a human being. His love is not merely a romantic expression or a matter of physical presence. We find in Socrates' life the transformation of love so that it is consistent with his principles. The affective was transformed as to be consistent with the cognitive.

Optimal Conflict

For these transformations and ensuing development to take place, theorists have agreed that there is some level of optimal conflict or tension which will promote it. Different theories perceive the value of optimal conflict differently. Structural theories, like those of Kohlberg and Piaget, have emphasized the importance of cognitive conflict. They say we must arouse internal contradictions in a person's own reasoning, and confront

80Crito 44B.
him with optimally discrepant reasoning of others (one stage above
his own). This will stimulate cognitive transformation, reorgan-
ization and movement to the next developmental stage.

My argument is not against the use of such techniques
but the inadequacy of focussing only on cognitive conflict tech-
niques to foster morality. To help a child develop the kind of
principled moral system that no longer requires external supports,
the child must be able to cognitively and affectively manage
within an integrated social structure. We cannot slight affective
substance which can be of inestimable value.

Mort LaBrecque has refuted those proponents of Freud
who claim that people's intellectual functions are perfect, and,
because people sometimes make errors, there must be some nonintel-
lectual forces operating on judgement. LaBrecque has found that
"people's intellectual functions are seriously flawed as is de-
monstrated when people make judgements about the most boring,
uninvolving kind of stimuli.....Often the sources of interential
error are primarily cognitive or informational."81

The theory of cognitive dissonance shows us that in some
cases of decision making and conflict our behavior influences our
judgements instead of the other way around which is proposed in
Kohlberg's theory. When two cognitions or cognitive elements con-
cerning one's own behavior, feelings, or attitudes are not mutually
consistent, they are considered to be dissonant. This doesn't

necessarily mean contradictory, but incompatible. For example, if I am aware that smoking causes cancer but I am also a chain smoker, my thoughts are dissonant in the sense that awareness of smoking causing cancer should lead to non-smoking. This theory assumes that dissonance is unpleasant and the person will be motivated to reduce the state of dissonance by:

1) stopping smoking
2) or by changing his ideas about the probability of getting cancer. This would lead to a subjective viewpoint rather than an objective one.

People normally behave in ways consistent with their known attitudes. But if dissonance occurs and internal contradictions in a person's own reasoning are aroused, this theory predicts that our need to justify our behavior results in an attitude change often based on an inaccurate assessment. We acknowledge only those facts supportive of our behavior thereby creating a lop-sided viewpoint. Many subjects who cheat do the same thing. They concentrate on all the possible reasons that would justify their breaking of prescriptions. This increased consideration of extenuating circumstances might make their moral judgements seem more complex and likely to be judged at a higher level than they actually are.

It is important to keep in mind that conflict has innumerable connotations and affective elements attached to it. Motivation can determine, for example, the intellectual functions we use in making a judgement or the weight we give to relevant data (as was seen in cognitive dissonance theory). If we are interested in the intention of the individual to choose the better in the face of temptation, to follow through and act on his moral
judgement, and to understand the meaning of the judgement, we need only to refer back to Wilson's list, page 102, to see the involvement of strong affective components. The following examples could be deduced from such a list—interest to carry out the judgement in action, courage in the face of fear, hope, etc.

One of the important points this paper hopes to make is that if there is a slippage between moral judgement and moral action, it may very well be that the elements of the affective component necessary for the judgements to be manifested in behavior are not present in concepts and principles.

Development of the cognitive and development of the affective are more than just parallel processes and are far from being immune to each other. To separate them creates a falseness or distortion and a certain artificiality. This distortion is present in Kohlberg's overemphasis on the role and importance of the cognitive in his theory. The two processes interpenetrate each other. To think of the mind as divided between a cognitive and an emotional side is to employ an obsolete faculty mode of thinking few psychiatrists today would accept. Any working definition of values should include both cognitive and affective components, and not as separate entities.

Richard Peters says:

It can be argued that just as the stoic must make room in his system for compassion, so the Christian must make some room for the influence of reason. There can occur great differences in emphasis....and the real tension is between the generalized demands of reason and the particular promptings of compassion. ....the complex content of moral life can be unified to a certain extent by a form in which reason and
compassion can be combined with varying degrees of intensity.  

The use of reason is a passionate business and passions can be more or less reasonable. As Martin Scheerer put it, "behavior may be conceptualized as being embedded in a cognitive-emotional-motivational matrix in which no true separation is possible. No matter how we slice behavior, the ingredients of motivation-emotion-cognition are present in one order or another.  

No matter how complex the cognitive operation, affective mechanisms exercise control to some degree. We do not shift into a totally cognitive (or totally affective) realm when we need to make a moral decision. Cognitive structures can only effectively control behavior along with the affect that has become attached to the consequences of that reasoning and to the representations which are arrived at as a conclusion of reason. Although the cognitive definition of a moral situation is vital, it is influenced to a greater or lesser extent by affective and motivational factors, and our feelings themselves depend in part upon our definition of the situation. Cognition and affect can never by completely separated because one is, in large part, the effect of the other.

Conclusion

I have been trying to show that no matter how important Kohlberg's theory of moral thought and reason may be, his theory and evidence do nothing to show that affect habit and content are
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not also important to morality in ways he chooses to ignore. Alston attributes his denial of the importance of these other aspects at least in part to his concentration on moral dilemmas. Being situations where there is no clear-cut solution in terms of overriding cultural standards, this is exactly where reasoning appears prominent (at least at surface level) over affect and habitual response.

In the initial phase of this section I argued for a substantial place for content in moral education and that such an approach is not only compatible with but also necessary for a theory of moral development through cognitive stimulation. Kohlberg's stages can be properly conceived as stages of habits of moral reasoning. We use habit concepts at any level but they are of special importance at the pre-conventional and conventional levels where in order to have working principles at a later rational level, we need in these stages to internalize and become habituated to following a certain set of rules.

The theoretical 'paradox of moral education' creates a substantial place for the use of habit and habituation in moral development. Children at earlier stages of development can learn to follow rules and to internalize them, but they are not yet capable of grasping the abstractions necessary for a principled level of morality. In other words, for this principled level of morality to later occur we must begin by paying special attention to the kind of habits we want to develop and what moral content we want to help us do the job. These two components do not need to be later thrown out the window when the principled level is
reached. Although they will take a back seat position, they are still there supporting and sustaining our use of abstract principles. If habits are learned in an intelligent way there is no reason for any paradox to materialize in the moral sphere. Habits can be learned in open-ended situations, in situations requiring change and restructuring, and in other intelligent ways which can enable the child to enter the 'palace of reason through the courtyard of habit and tradition.'

But formation of the right habits and ideas is not the whole story. We argued that not only must we do what is right, but we must care that what we do is right. This led to our discussion of affective components, and how indispensible they are in the complete picture of moral development. Affective components are especially important when we speak of motivating actions, carrying out judgements in the face of counterinclinations, and developing altruistic behavior in general. Kohlberg's emphasis on the principle of justice as the principle of principles, causes him to ignore other fundamental principles which are needed even in his own system, e.g., consideration of others. The interests of others is a very important consideration in making a moral judgement. To be 'successful' in the moral sphere includes having insight into one's own and others' feelings. The very nature of reason implies a direct interdependence between what has been called 'passions' and reason. We cannot work for the development of one without considering the development of the other. Our goal then should be to strive for a working harmony of the two.
CHAPTER III

Schools: A More Appropriate Approach to Moral Education

Introduction

The aim of this part of the study is to take a brief look at the more practical side of moral development—its place in a school curriculum. What role should the school play in fulfilling the needs and objectives of the non-cognitive features as well as the cognitive? First, the paper will take a look at what's been done in the past to meet affective needs and objectives, and examine why there were problems in this area. Then the paper moves on to make some suggestions of its own. Because a basic premise of this study is that the cognitive and affective are deeply intertwined and supportive of each other, there was no attempt to create a list of separate objectives for each domain. What is called for, is a curriculum which can simultaneously work at fulfilling the needs and objectives for both. It is important to give affective objectives more recognition and importance than in the past when it was just hoped that somehow emotional needs could be satisfied, while teachers concentrated on developing the intellect. The school, if used correctly, can be a very efficient institution in promoting successful moral development. This calls for a much broader conception on its part in fulfilling
all the needs and objectives of moral development. M. V. C. Jeffreys puts it this way:

A human being is, or ought to be, a whole organism; and what affects one part affects the rest also. It is the business of education to foster growth of balanced whole persons. If education is deficient on the side of feeling, it is bound to be defective on the intellectual side; the resulting intellectual life will tend to be arid—it will, so to speak, lack body.¹

In the Past

Deciding on what objectives should exist and how they can be met is an enormous task, especially for affective considerations. In the past, these objectives in general emphasized a feeling tone, an emotion, or a degree of acceptance or rejection. They varied from simple attention to selected phenomena, to complex, but internally consistent, qualities of character and conscience. Terms common to the literature were interests, attitudes, appreciations, values, emotional sets or biases.²

Classifying objectives for affective purposes was found to be a great deal more difficult than for the cognitive. The statements of affective objectives lacked clarity. It was very difficult to find an ordering principle as simple and pervasive as that of complexity which had worked very satisfactorily for cognitive ends.


Despite these difficulties, originally affective objectives were frequently given as much emphasis as cognitive objectives. What then occurred was a type of erosion of these objectives and good intentions. They were badly neglected. People were content to ignore them and eventually forgot they ever existed. Why did this gradual decay happen?

The main reason was that people found it much easier to teach and evaluate cognitive objectives which were much more clear-cut and obvious. We know a great deal more about how to teach some highly complex idea than we do about inculcating such simple beliefs as honor. Appraisal and evaluation techniques for affective objectives were often inadequate or even completely absent. Another problem was with the immediacy of results. Many items in the affective domain, interests, attitudes, and personality characteristics develop relatively slowly and would only be visible over long periods of time.

Another reason people let affective objectives erode comes from somewhat deeper philosophical and cultural values. Cognitive achievement is considered fair game for grading purposes. Achievement, competence, productivity, etc., are regarded as public matters. But examiners hesitate to grade students with respect to their interests, attitude or character development. One's beliefs, attitudes, values and personality characteristics, in most cases are considered private matters. Too many people were afraid that any attempt to persuade an individual

\[3\text{Ibid.},\ p.\ 18.\]
to accept a particular viewpoint or belief, to act in a particular manner or to profess a particular value or way of life would be seen as indoctrination.

The erosion took place, and many in the field were not even concerned. Educators have often felt that the attainment of a goal in one realm would lead to the attainment of the goal in the other. For example, we try to develop an interest in the student for the material so he'll learn to use it. Or, information and facts are presented to the student in hopes that his attitude will change. Because learning research and theories focus largely on cognitive behavior, moving in the cognitive domain to meet cognitive objectives with the implicit belief that there would be a corresponding development of appropriate affective behaviors, seemed to be much more common.4

Developing Appropriate Affective Behavior

Phillip Jacob's research has indicated that affective behaviors develop when appropriate learning experiences are provided for students, much the same as cognitive behaviors develop from appropriate learning experiences.5

Krathwohl, Bloom and Masia go so far as to say "that under some conditions the development of cognitive behaviors may actually destroy certain desired affective behaviors and that instead of a positive relation between growth in cognitive

4Ibid., p. 20.

and affective behavior it is conceivable that there may be an inverse relation between growth in the two 'domains'.

They use the example of a literature course which, although it may instill knowledge of the history of literature and knowledge of the details of particular works, may at the same time produce an aversion or at least a lower level of interest in literary works. In some instances though, it is impossible to tell whether the affective goal is being used as a means to a cognitive goal or vice versa. It is somewhat of a chicken and egg proposition.

Simultaneously with cognitive

Perhaps in these situations it is fairest to say that objectives from both domains are being sought simultaneously. Krathwohl, Bloom and Masia compare it to a man scaling a wall using two ladders side by side, each with rungs too far apart to be easily reached in a single step. One ladder represents cognitive behaviors and objectives, the other affective. The rungs of one ladder fall between the rungs of the other. So a cognitive skill is built and then used in a rewarding situation so that the affective interest in the task can lead to the next cognitive objective and so on.

A lack of noncognitive development (i.e. lack of sensitivity, lack of concern, lack of emotional development) can
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retard or prevent cognitive insights. And conversely, we would be hindered in our efforts to help a person become more sensitive to other people and their needs if there is a lack of understanding of the place of concern for others in a person's life. This is why the approach this paper is recommending is the joint seeking of affective and cognitive goals, resulting in a curriculum where use in one "domain" is a means for use in the other. Meeting the different needs and objectives of each "domain" should not be done on a separate basis, but rather on a closely knit alternating basis.

Children need to develop not only intellectually but emotionally as well if they are to become fully functioning and psychologically whole human beings. We are directly implying the need for the achievement of an integrated identity through a holistic or interactive approach.

When reason and emotion are treated as separate entities which need to be balanced, it seldom leads to anything more than time tabling blocks of humanities subjects which are to take care of all emotional needs, against time slots for the sciences. Education of feelings and emotions does not turn on and off when a student walks in and out of an arts lesson. Science and the practical subjects are potentially capable of playing a much greater role in affective education than has been generally assumed. Still, for many, we are led to believe that any such 'interactive approach working toward common goals of the two "domains" would not be well received."
Pandora's Box?

The affective "domain" has been labelled by Krathwohl, Bloom and Masia as a "Pandora's Box." In it are objectives once stated confidently and then allowed to erode away. In it are objectives least likely to be agreed upon, not only by the school but by society itself. In consequence, much of this domain has been "repressed, denied, and obscured." But also in this box are many influential controls. The affective "domain" "contains the forces that determine the nature of an individual's life and ultimately the life of an entire people. To keep the 'box' closed is to deny the existence of the powerful motivational forces that shape the life of each of us. To look the other way is to avoid coming to terms with the real." In the education of children we must keep in mind the "lifelong influence of attitudes internalized during childhood.....a gradual accumulation of preferences, compulsions, and rejections eventually forms our lifestyle. As the first evidences of organized behavior, they precede the development of rational thought."

Emotional Attitudes

The distinction between aroused emotion and emotional
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attitude, or as G. Pitcher refers to them, emotions in the dispositional sense, has to be clear. An aroused emotion is only short lived and can only endure for a minimal length of time. But an emotional attitude can continue so as to influence a person's future behavior over a long period of time. "An emotional attitude may be regarded as an enduring tendency or disposition to react emotionally whenever a certain object or type of situation presents itself. For long periods, it lies dormant or latent, but, whenever stimulated by the appropriate set of circumstances, emotional arousal tends to recur and with each recurrence of arousal the emotional attitude becomes more deep-rooted."¹³ The interest to resolve a moral dilemma can be characterized as an emotional attitude. Whatever it is that exists in an emotional attitude, it must be some subjective element, involving cognition and memory, which is capable of influencing future behavior. G. Pitcher would agree. He would refer us to his criteria for 'emotion situations' which state that the person must have made some cognition and some evaluation for it to be more than just a passive emotion. Emotions are almost always directed toward something, they have targets, not just causes. Wilson holds that these "active" emotions do have a cognitive core. Some form of apprehension of the target or object would be a bare minimum condition for having an active emotion. What other characteristics or features are there? In his explanation, G. Pitcher

¹³Yarrlott, p. 66.
uses the term emotion-situation. He says an important characteristic is that the person acts or behaves, or at least has the inclination to act or behave in certain ways. Although further removed from immediate action but still salient characteristics are such things as wants, desires or beliefs. Pitcher groups all these together under the artificial heading of evaluations. He maintains that having some apprehension (cognition) and making some evaluation are characteristic features of emotion-situations.

There are two basic important elements, then, of an emotional attitude; (1) the memory of previous experiences and (2) certain structural dispositions. Affective memories greatly influence our intuitive appraisal of a situation and can eventually harden into an attitude of acceptance or rejection. These attitudes prove indispensable for daily living—if one had to wait until something actually hurt us before we deemed it bad, life could get very unpleasant.

Apart from those attitudes stemming from previous experience, "individuals also develop value-determined attitudes which presuppose systems of moral or ethical judgement. These attitudes are usually socially or culturally acquired."
According to Junell, an attitude can be compared to an act of dependence, dependence on the quality of experience which brings elements of pleasure and pain, or more often, dependence on "specific human models or types, fictional or real, with which the learner establishes a strong emotional affinity and whose characteristic behaviors he uncritically accepts and makes a part of his own way of perceiving the world."\(^7\) This correlates with Aronfreed's views on the importance of imitation in the early acquisition of altruistic and sympathetic behavior.

We, as educators, need to be interested in these dispositional emotions or attitudes. Junell puts it this way:

Because attitudes function in the peculiar way they do, the emotions of young children must be made the primary target of public education, and the educator who wishes to improve the human condition without full recognition of this fact is merely whistling in the dark. He must be able to distinguish between attitudes which are liberating and those which are imprisoning; between ones which most fully able the child's imagination to run free and those which slam the door shut on him so that often he stands outside it, not even wondering what lies beyond.....He must have some inkling, finally, of the forces which affect attitudes and the important principle under which these forces operate.\(^8\)
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nation. I will also discuss how it can promote successful attitude formation.

Already mentioned as an important element for attitude formation is the memory of previous experiences. The power to learn from experience means the formation of habits. Dewey says, "Habits give control over the environment, power to utilize it for human purposes." Hume also stresses the importance of experience. He says it is necessary, if we are to form adequate abstract ideas and principles, to have the custom or habit of mind, to see one member of a certain class resembling another as circumstances require and therefore applying the same name. Further along, Hume implies that we must keep in mind that reason, directly and indirectly rests upon habit and custom.

For habits to be valuable, they need continuous reconstruction and adjustment to meet new arising circumstances. Dewey explains that;

habits take the form both of habituation or a general and persistent balance of organic activities with the surroundings, and of active capacities to readjust activity to meet new conditions. The former furnishes the background of growth; the latter constitute growing.  

We are obviously not talking of routine habits or ones formed mechanically. Doing things "out of habit" means an arrest of growth, whereas active habits "involve thought, invention, and
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initiative in applying capacities to new aims."21

Education should be a constant reorganizing and reconstucting of experience. Active habits require a certain social environment in which to act. This type of habit formation involves interaction between the organism and the environment. The school can supply the specific environmental support necessary. It can "create a desire for continued growth and supply the means for making the desire effective in fact."22 The school can organize the powers that ensure growth. So often we fail to take into account the instinctive powers of the young. For example, it is assumed that young children can't identify with social issues involving even the most fundamental human rights.23 But even at their early ages they have felt such issues as rejection (from friends, teacher), isolation, etc. at a very personal level, and this could serve as a basis for opening their eyes to issues of human rights. A second common failure is the failure to develop initiative in dealing with new situations. Also, if we wish to ensure growth we must avoid an undue emphasis upon such devices as drill at the expense of the development of personal perception.

Cultivation of Imagination

Active habits and moral growth will be fostered and enhanced by the cultivation of imagination which Elizabeth

\[21^\text{Ibid.}\]
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Simpson sees as "the use of the power to create which increases the sense of environmental mastery and self-esteem." In her research, Simpson has found that this use of nonrational processes can promote the development of the sense of competence and self-esteem which, in turn, become the basis for intellectual, social, and moral growth. For example, such creative processes as: working with paints, crayons, or clay, body movement, guided fantasy or simply unfettered verbal communication, have been used by therapists for the benefit of their clients. Inspiring creative thinking through the use of art can bring about changes in the individual's self-concept and interpersonal concepts.

Just as one cannot aid in the development of emotional skills and skills of the imagination without reference to their integral cognitive counterparts, one also cannot effectively aid in the development of cognitive skills without reference to their integral emotional and imaginative counterparts. The work of Kohlberg and his colleagues gives support for an important relationship between imagination and generalized moral development. He found that children tend to prefer
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levels of moral thinking above their own stage of development even though they would not understand if it was more than one stage above their own. So their choices seemed to be based on "imaginative reaching rather than on reasoning." ²⁸ The studies of J. H. Flavell show just how deeply nonrational processes are embedded in the development of biosocial cognitive skills. ²⁹ In studying the role taking of children between ages 8 and 10, he found that imagination plays an integral role in the cognitive reorganization of these children and it is used instrumentally in the application of new modes of thinking to solve interpersonal problems. Children do develop the ability to imagine themselves in someone else's place. By age 10, they can also understand that role taking functions reciprocally and someone else might at the same time be able to imagine his point of view too. Empathy, it is learned, can be one-sided, two-sided, or a transactional process. ³⁰ Kohlberg doesn't use the term 'imagination', but in his theory higher levels of moral thinking do require imaginative thinking. The capacity to imagine, to project oneself into the being of others, is required.

Simpson says we can think of imagination as providing us


with a tentative morality. It allows one to assume a point of view and a set of values so we can test them out, explore them, before any permanent commitment is made, we consider what would happen if we did this or that; we try to perceive our own feelings and those of other people. Wilson claims our imaginations give us a "chance to react psychologically to the facts in a more efficient, or more discriminating, or more honest way."^32

Not only can imagination serve as a powerful tool for cognitive development because of its integrative function but because it is an individual process. It makes each person see through his own eyes and his own perceptions. Even though the content may be culturally defined, fantasy is an individual act, incapable of being produced externally. Simpson believes a collective morality is one to be avoided as it is destructive to individual morality, leading "to the loss of personal integrity and to individual exculpation through the foisting of blame onto others."^33

Our curricula need places for imagination in every sphere but especially in the moral sphere. Clive Beck suggests that one reason a lot of people do not develop morally is because
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better alternatives do not occur to them.\textsuperscript{34} It is up to us, as educators, to extend students' imaginations. For example, D. C. McClelland did some interesting work where individuals were taught to fantasize about doing things well and then these images were tied in with reality.\textsuperscript{35} Fantasy can also serve as a safe outlet for antisocial feeling, in lieu of the actual behavior. Simpson argues;

> Why shouldn't imagination be utilized deliberately and purposefully in the moral sphere? The creative unconscious is an ally of the conscious, cognitive mind, and not its enemy in the battle to recognize evil and destructiveness and to deal appropriately with them.\textsuperscript{36}

**Role of Teacher**

For imitation and identification, and therefore later attitude formation, and also hopefully altruistic behavior to occur we need to establish an atmosphere which generates trust along with the security of believing that one can express emotions without losing respect or affection.

The teacher obviously has a very important role in creating the correct atmosphere in the classroom. Teachers have specialized in and gotten very good at extrinsic learning (as opposed to intrinsic learning—growing into the best human


being one can be.) The teacher does not need to be a psycho-
therapist. It is not necessary to explore the highly personal
emotional life of students. He needs to be able to create a
setting where emotional expression with regard to moral issues
is free from inhibitions and fears. The teacher as a model,
should be joyful and self actualizing. He can overshadow dis-
torted patterns of behavior of the parents if his are healthier
and stronger.

The teacher needs to accept what each child is and build
upon his particular talents. First, he must help the child to
learn what kind of person he is already—what's his style, his
aptitudes, what he is good for, not good for, what can be built
upon his raw materials, his good potentialities, etc. The
atmosphere must be non-threatening and one of acceptance which
reduces fear, anxiety and defense to the minimum possible.
J. Junell feels that if the teacher were to possess but one do-
minant trait that it should be a spirit of reverence for chil-
dren. If a teacher has a positive regard, consistency, open-
ness and caring, this brings the child out, permits him to
express, to act, to experiment, to make mistakes, to let him-
self be seen. Of course suitable feedback will be required.

Junell also sees as an important talent the capacity
for the teacher to act as a dramatist, placing rational proces-
ses, whenever possible, within an emotional context, using
such tools as narrative, conflict and denouement. We have

37Junell, p. 111.
already argued that real moral issues need to be seriously confronted. Here the teacher needs to take on the role of social critic. It is possible for even small children to identify with social issues dealing with fundamental rights such as social justice, cruelty to animals, pollution of the environment, etc. The teacher must be liberal minded enough to be trusting and accepting of others so that there will be a genuine expressing of feelings generated from a discussion and involvement with real moral issues. This type of situation would also provide for an intellectual analysis of what individual students really want in relation to the issues. As part of his role, it is up to the teacher to draw some conclusions for the learners rather than leaving things hanging. For "in order for attitude formation to occur, teachers must espouse the arguments which favor the attitude we wish to instill." 38

Content

In the last chapter I gave argument to show just how important moral content is in general moral development. In the interpersonal sphere of morality there is a basic content which every child must master out of necessity. Disagreement about the content is not so prevalent as one might first suppose. There are certain basic rules and principles which are

not controversial and for which I believe there could be ample moral justification. For example, rules to do with noninjury, property and contracts such as; be honest, don't injure or purposely cause pain, don't cheat, don't discriminate against others because of color, creed or sex, etc. Children can also learn very easily that rules have reasonable exceptions and what they are.

With the development of imagination, depth can be given to the content of rules and principles so that we can come to understand the various forms of worthwhile activity and personal ideals not only in general but in relation to the capacity of certain individuals. A depth or breadth of understanding can also help us to be critical of the wideranging content we will be faced with. Wilson calls this "getting outside the rules" so as to inspect their point or purpose. Our decisions about them will not be based on the rules themselves but, on the wants, feelings, or interests of other people." For example, we need to question when we as individuals need to make exceptions to rules, or what rules are to be prevalent in our group and what expectations we ought to have of each other or what sort of individuals we ideally should be.39

An educator can act as a socializer teaching value content and behavior, in other words, he can include some for of 'indoctrination' without violating the child's rights, as long as

there is an explicit recognition of shared rights of teacher and student, and as long as teacher advocacy is democratic or subject to the constraints of recognizing student participation in the rule making and value upholding process. Peters calls for "a predictable type of environment...together with an accepting attitude towards the child," which can "provide conditions under which he can be secure and be disposed gradually to adopt a more reflective attitude towards rules." General development occurs when challenges calling for new adaptive responses confront the individual who has been freed from the necessity of maintaining unconscious defensive devices. In such an atmosphere standards can be set without the child developing a negative view of himself.

An approach to moral education which places exclusive emphasis on the development of a rational form of morality and thereby deeming content unimportant, carries with it a kind of abstractness and unreality. As C. Hamm points out, "Moral Education does not need to flounder for lack of agreed upon virtues."  

Conclusion

We need methods of combining affective reaction and cognitive analysis. Strong emotions evoked in a context wherein

40 Peters, *Reason and Compassion*, p. 68.
41 Ibid.
42 Hamm, p. 44.
the intellect can make sense out of what is happening is optimal. After an honest exchange of emotion in a climate of acceptance, one's reaction to an adversary or presumed enemy can drastically change. People rarely give ground on their emotional attitudes in a confrontation situation no matter how untenable their position is. If someone feels coerced into changing their convictions, he may even become more stubborn about preserving them as his self-esteem has become threatened. As Junell argues, "Facts have relatively little impact on the man who has already made up his mind.... It takes an overpowering array of facts to change the minds of people who are set in a belief that has emotional significance." 43

You cannot compel a person to give up his emotional prejudices; you can only create a situation and atmosphere in which by comparing his attitudes for himself against the attitudes of others, he will be disposed to modify or relinquish them voluntarily.

School can provide a fresh context, freed from the emotional associations of the home, in which new attitudes can emerge and take shape. The school should have an atmosphere of experimental discovery where the children can test out immature opinions and attitudes in safety. The teacher's and other children's emotional reactions can be used as validating data. Often in situations where there are conflicting attitudes, a person or group can devise 'higher level' solutions acceptable

to all, if a solution is the goal rather than a 'win'. A model for the solution of moral problems can emerge.

The goal of the school then in creating optimal conditions would be the acceptance of all views and emotions with the teacher clarifying feelings and positions. Moral issues can be resolved by accepting strong emotional reactions (physical violence excluded), examining the real dynamics of the conflict and seeking the most humane solution.

Conclusion

The aim of this last part of the paper was not to set up a detailed curriculum for moral education in the schools, but merely to point future work in that area in the right direction. I took a look at the problems encountered in the past in obtaining a balanced program of moral education, in the hopes that the same difficulties could be avoided in the future. Educators were bogged down and discouraged by the difficulties in grading and evaluating affective objectives because they attempted to do so in the same manner as for cognitive objectives.

The paper stressed the importance of providing appropriate learning experiences for the development of affective goals as well as cognitive. This needs to be done on a closely knit alternating basis. Any attempt to isolate the two domains into separate entities was discouraged.

Schools were encouraged to establish a climate wherein students feel free to express their opinions and feelings about real moral issues. The teacher is to act as a guiding; suppor-
tive force, not an indoctrinator or judge.

The school cannot afford to keep the lid closed on 'Pandora's box' of affective objectives, since as Jeffreys says, "if education is defective on the side of feeling, it is bound to be defective as a result, on the intellectual side."44 A school curriculum must have a more interactive approach if an integrated individual is the desired end product. Much too important to be ignored is the content; what exactly we are trying to instill in future generations. Habits and habituation can have a value in helping create the right atmosphere and prerequisites for moral development, a value too important to be slighted. Imagination (and fantasy) should be allowed to contribute what they can to the developmental processes. The most adequate means for moral growth cannot solely be the structure or formal properties, as Kohlberg argues. Some transformation of his theory and how it can be applied in the classroom is needed for the broader outlook the area of morality requires.

---

44Jeffreys, p. 129.
CONCLUSION

Restatement of Purpose

For those who do find Kohlberg's approach too cold and calculating, and too neglectful of such non-cognitive features as habit, fantasy, unconscious drives and feelings, there has been a movement towards a more balanced and holistic approach towards moral education. Such a more integrated approach was advocated by this paper as a means by which successful moral education and integrated whole identities can be realized in the fullest sense possible.

I did not call for an abandonment of Kohlberg's theory, for his research is of inestimable value. I asked for a refo-cusing and a modification. We need to regard Kohlberg's theory as what it really is—just one among many with competing claims. We can make invaluable use of his worthy theory, but we must also look to alternative theories to supplement his theory's weaknesses and neglects. Such additional components as the ones I have proposed (content, habit, emotion, feeling, imagination) need not come into conflict with the components of Kohlberg's theory. They can enrich it, complement it, and help to make his theory into one concerned with all aspects of moral development. These additional components can work in harmony with Kohlberg's existing cognitive components in forming a more complete theory of moral education.
Importance of Content and Habit

As James Gilligan's research helped to show, morality is content as well as form. We need to know both to fully comprehend what moral development is all about. One aspect of content, habit, is a very necessary and useful moral concept. It leaves us free to devote our energy (mental and physical) to a higher level of activity. Habit also helps resolve Peters' 'paradox of moral education', which states that during the child's most formative years, he is incapable of conducting himself rationally and intelligently. He cannot be taught rules in a rational way through such processes as explanation and persuasion since this depends on the more principled morality. By helping the child lay down a pattern of desired responses, by helping him cope and deal with long term, flexible goals and objectives, and by helping him become sensitive to considerations later to serve as principles, we can help him enter the 'Palace of Reason' through the courtyard of habit and content." Habituation does not just mean doing things 'out of habit'. It also involves habits, formed at different levels of life, conflicting and leading to a continual restructuring and adjustment, enabling them to remain a fresh and important part of morality. Utilizing Frankena's two-fold approach for successful moral education and prosocial behavior we can see the important role habit can play in developing dispositions that will lead the child not only into knowing what is right, but acting accordingly. Because his approach not only involves the formation of right ideas but also caring that what we do is
right, it makes a substantial place for emotion and feeling in a theory of moral development, another neglected feature of the Kohlberg school of thought.

Importance of Emotion and Feeling

Emotion and feeling have, in the past, been regarded as the disruptive forces in moral education, those which interfere with a person's operational thinking. Ignored was the belief that emotions can act so as to organize behavior by arousing, sustaining and directing it. They can be a force for stability. Emotion is a very necessary component for success in moral education. Prosocial behavior, such as altruism, relies heavily on the ability to identify and clarify feelings, not only in yourself but in others as well.

Such behavior is first accomplished by means of imitation of a positive adult model. The next step is to provide the child with opportunities for giving help and responsible care to others. The school can play an important role here in providing learning experiences (i.e. role taking opportunities).

Growth in moral development involves transformation of both cognitive and affective elements together. As our intellect develops, so do our emotions. They adjust to the increased cognitive capacity for viewing the world. Their absence could be the cause of the slippage that sometimes occurs between moral judgement and action. For a person to have a complete understanding of principles, concepts or judgements, he must possess the affective structure consistent with the cognitive structure.
John Wilson's treatise on the nature of reason claims that the use of reason is not opposed to feelings and emotions. Being reasonable consists in adjusting and assessing feelings and emotions according to certain principles. He believes this dispassionate examination of one's and others' feelings and attitudes is the essence of morality and it is what makes rationality in the moral sphere distinct from rationality in other spheres.

Moral development is mainly interested in 'active emotions' or 'emotional attitudes' which, because they are enduring tendencies, can influence a person's future behavior. They represent the interest needed to resolve a moral dilemma. These emotional attitudes involve a certain amount of memory of previous experience and some cognition and evaluation. Influencing and developing these 'active emotions' should be what we as teachers are interested in, and a necessary part of a school curriculum.

Developing appropriate affective behaviors is accomplished in much the same way as appropriate cognitive learning experiences. Specific goals and efforts need to be made. To be the most profitable cognitive and affective goals should be worked at simultaneously in order to achieve that fully integrated identity.

Depth of Content Through the Use of Imagination

One of the neglected components of Kohlberg's theory I have made argument for in this paper has been the importance of moral content in any theory of moral development. I think
there is ample moral justification for some basic rules. In fact I think it is a necessity, especially in early moral education. I have argued that for the good of society, children must become habituated to following certain rules for their protection as well as that of others. At this age they cannot yet grasp the rationale of a principle. These basic rules do not impede later development to a principled morality, but can form the basis for it and pave the way. Principles and abstractions must be based on something concrete. What type of habits we form at this stage can make all the difference in the world to our later morality.

Depth can be given to the function of content through the development of the imagination which can act as an integrative force. It can provide us with a tentative morality where we can test out and experiment, study the various consequences and alternatives without fear of commitment. Imagination can foster the growth of active habits. It can help in developing empathy. It can bring positive changes in self concept and interpersonal concepts. And because it is an individual process, we are forced into being personally responsible, and this in itself can aid in our growth of moral maturity. Once again this is a concept not mentioned in Kohlberg's theory and not only would it fit in with his theory but it is required by it. Kohlberg has placed a great deal of importance on role taking opportunities for progression through his moral stages.
Response to Kohlberg

Kohlberg's account of moral development is too onesided and limited because it is based on a limited interpretation of morality. Kohlberg states, "the conception that difficult moral choices are difficult because of the conflict between the flesh and the spirit and superego is misleading. . . . real moral crises arise when situations are socially ambiguous, when the usual moral expectations break down." 1 As Alston points out, "there are certainly difficult moral situations of both kinds and it is only a kind of intellectual 'vested interest' that could lead to award only one of these kinds of situations the label of 'real moral crises.' " 2 There are obvious possibilities for alternative emphases in morality. The emphasis could be on encouraging children in sympathy, compassion, concern for others, etc.

A. S. Neill, the founder of Summerhill, an advocate for a prominent place for the role of emotions in a school curriculum writes, "To me education is primarily an affair of the emotions; not that one should try to educate the emotions; one can only make an environment in which emotions can be lived out and expressed." 3

Although we still are not fully confident as to the

---

1 Kohlberg, "Stage and Sequence: the cognitive developmental approach to socialization," p. 231.
2 Alston, p. 284.
proper role of affective education, the wheels have been set in motion so that society's rationalistic, impersonal and de-humanizing tendencies can be held in check. The general theme for this study has been the importance of an integrated identity achieved through a more modified, broader conception of a moral theory than Kohlberg presents, through utilization of several forgotten or neglected components in his theory, and through the interpenetration or the intertwining of the cognitive and affective domains. The paper argued against any separation of the two on the grounds that it would create a distortion or falseness, as does the neglect of any of the other proposed important concepts of moral development. Although Lawrence Kohlberg's findings and research are of unquestionable importance, his system can have only limited significance for those interested in a more balanced theory of moral development; a development of the 'whole' person.
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